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Superstation to
televise Racers'
game this week
If you were planning on taking that long-postponed vacation in
Puerto Rico or the Virgin Islands next week, but worried about missing the radio broadcast of the Murray State Racers'game at Eastern
Kentucky Thursday night, don't worry., You can go on to either of
those warm-weather paradises, or virtually anywhere in the United
States, and have the opportunity to not just hear the Racers, but sae
them as well.
The game is set to be telecast over WTBS,the Super Station from
Atlanta, which is hooked into 23.3 million Cable homes. The game can
be seen in parts of all 50 states, plus Puerto Rico and the Virgin
Islands, making it perhaps the most widely-covered event in Murray
State history.
"It's fantastic for Murray State's name to be spread across the nation," Racers' head coach Frank Beamer said. "It will be important
for us to put our best foot forward against Eastern with so many people watching. We certainly don't want Murray State's name to be
heard and not be associated with good things."
Beamer and his staff won't have much time to prepare for the Colonels, ranked first in the NCAA Division I-AA poll heading into their
Oct. 23 game at Western Kentucky. The Murray-Eastern game was
originally scheduled for Saturday, Oct. 30, but was moved to Thursday night(7:12 Central time)to accomodate wrss.
About 75 people will be invading Richmond late Wednesday to
prepare for the telecast. lii addition, there will be 10 to 15 more persons associated with Musco Mobile Lighting, the company that will
provide the portable lights that will allow the game to be played at
night. Hanger Field in Richmond has no lights, necessitating the
Musco system, which consists of six trucks mounted with booms that
extend to 150 feet. Trucks will be located on the pressbox side of the
stadium at both 15 yard lines, and there will also be trucks located at
approximately 30-40 degree angles from a line that extends through
the middle of each end zone.
WTBS itself will bring 35 people from Atlanta and meet up with
several other traveling technicians. The broadcast will be headed by
producer Don Ellis, a 31-year broadcasting veteran who formerly
worked at NBC-TV.
Announcers for the broadcast will be play-by-play veteran Bob
Neal, former NFL defensive back Tim Foley, who played for two
Super Bowl champions with the Miami Dolphins, and former NFL
All-Pro defensive tackle Alan Page, the only defensive player to ever
win the NFL Most Valuable Player award.
Eight cameras will be used during the telecast, along with 15
microphones, three videotape recorders, one portable videotape
recorder and a new type of character known as a Kyron (graphics
machine).
As the game draws nearer, WTBS will periodically show promotional film clips previewing the game and encouraging viewers to
watch. The clips consist of game footage and a narrated voice-over
pointing out the importance of the game. WTBS has also publicized
the telecast with ads in trade publications, TV Guide, and other TV
program logs.
Not only will the Murray State football team be seen across the nation, but the Racer Marching Band will get exposure as well. The
band, under the direction of Dr. David Wells, will perform at
halftime of the game. WTBS plans to show most of the halftime activities at the stadium with only a brief break to update sports news
from the Atlanta studios.
It's not the first television coverage for the Racers. In 1979, when
Murray State finished 9-2-1, they were involved in two games
regionally telecast by ABC-TV: the Racer's homecoming game
against Eastern Kentucky and the national playoff game with
Lehigh.
(Continued On Page 2)
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Library Mends
annual meeting
set for tonight

STANDING OVATION — Fallowing Murray State's go-ahsed touchdown, the IPS partisan fans in Roy
Stewart Stadium Saturday gave a rousing cheer for their Racers who detested Siadiniest Missouri,21-17. The
Racers were down,17-0, at one point, yet rallied to win their snood game ot the Mass& For Sabudars game
story and more photos,turn to today's sports section, Pages 6-16.
Staff photo by Chris Evans

Tylenol killings may be cover up
CHICAGO (AP) — Investigators say a relative of one of
the Tylenol murder victims has
been under surveillance as the
"prime suspect" in the seven
cyanide killings, the Chicago SunTimes reported today.
The newspaper said unidentified investigators believe the.,
suspect — possibly acting with
another person — placed cyanidetainted Extra-Strength Tylenol
capsules on the shelves of !several
stores to give the appearance the
relative was killed by a random
murderer.
Investigators were told the
suspect had a violent argument
with a relative shortly before the
poisonings occurred, the
newspaper said. As a result, investigators now believe six of the
seven deaths were caused to cover
up the one killing, the Sun-Times
reported.
The newspaper also said the
suspect has been under aroundthe-clock surveillance since shortly after a task force was organized
to investigate the deaths.
But one unidentified in-

vestigator emphasized this could
be another coincidence that
doesn't lead to an arrest, the
newspaper said.
Task force spokesman Morton
Friedman had no comment on the
report.
"All we are doing is continuing
our investigation in a regular
manner," said police Commander
Kenneth Curin.
Asked whether anyone had been
identified as 8 suspect, he said
"No."
Chicago investigators said
meanwhile they have been unable
to determine who may have
returned the seventh ExtraStrength Tylenol bottle in which
cyanide-laced capsules were
discovered.
The makers of Extra-Strength
Tylenol are preparing to reintroduce the pain-reliever and have
begun an advertising campaign
urging consumers to "continue to
trust Tylenol."
A series of 60-second television
messages began Sunday night on
all three major commercial networks featuring Dr. Thomas N.
Gates, medical director of McNeil
Consumer Products, the maker of
Tylenol.
"We want you to continue to
trust Tylenol," the commercials
say.
Gates says the company eventually will reintroduce Tylenol in
tamper-resistant containers.
Tylenol capsules were
withdrawn from the market after
the seven deaths were reported
between Sept. 29 and Oct. 1 in the

Chicago area.
A spokesman for Johnson &
Johnson, McNeil's parent corn(Continued On Page 2)

The Anneal Friends of the
Calloway County Public lAbrary
meeting will he at 7 p.m tonight
In the Main Library Meeting
Room.
The local Prised@ greap is In Its
list year with maw of thy original
members still active. That, papaw. according to Ruth Cole. One
of the charter members, is to promote and support the library in
developing library services and
facilities for the community
Amy Jarman, a vocalist well
known for her performances in
many community organisations
and choral director of the
Presbyterian Church, will present
a medly of songs for the evening's
entertainment A dramatization of
"What Your Library Can Do For
You" presented by some mystery
guests will also be a part of the
Program
The business meeting will consist of the election of the Board of
Directors, progress reports,
membership drive, and the adoptiro of new projects. The Friends
group sponsored, funded and implemented several majar programs this past leer. Antalig
them are: The Sonia Grader's
-Coming -of-Age" Party, Sunnier%
Reading Contest, continuation of
library grounds landscaping, the
Children's Cultural Adventures in
French project, and the cosponsorship of the Library
(Continued On Page 21

Murray Tigers capture 'first'
at Christian's band contest
A truck and a bus may have
broken down, but that didn't stop
the Murray High School band
from being in top form Saturday
for competition in the Christian
County Invitational Band Contest
In Hopkinsville.
It was nearly midnight when the
Murray Tiger band returned to
the school — their laps crowded
with instruments that normally
would have rode in the broken
down instrument truck. But aside
from the addition of instruments,
the band carried borne with them
five trophies, the largest of which
proclaimed them the second best
among the 18 bands in attendance
The Murray High band also
earned trophies for having the
best percussion and best color
guard in the preliminary competition and for having the highest
score among Class A and Class AA
bands in the evening finals. The
Tiger band also placed first in its
class during the final competition.
"We did very well," declared a
pleased Paul Blackburn, Murray

High band director, "especially
for a smaller band The competition was keen; there were some
excellent bands there"
Riverdale High School, Murfreesboro, Tenn, won first place
overall in the final competition
Only one other band - a larger
one — frorn Ohio County earned as
many trophies as the Murray
members
Blackburn commented that the
Murray students claimed 2S9
points out of possible 300 to win the
second spot in the finals Riverdale High School had 266
The Tiger band will end its marching season by competing in the
Festival of Champions at Murray
State Saturday. Thirty-one bands
are enleted in this major competition.
Gary Mdlinmilitant director of the Him Mit The color
guard is dinlieted by Jamie
Blackburn. Whitney Tayor is field
commander aisd Melanie Roos
and Samantha Wilder are color
guard captains.

clear and cool
Tonight clear and cool. Low
In the mid or upper 30s. Light
variable winds. Tuesday sunny
and mild- High in the upper 130s.
Light south winds.
Wednesday through Friday
Mostly fair and dry. Highs in
the low to upper 70.. Lows in
the mid 40.to low 50..
A-GFtOUP OF WINNERS — Members of the Calloway County High School Speech Team clahned six first
place honors in the Murray High sponsored Nathan B. Stubblefield Speech Tournament. Calloway has woo
the event for 11 consecutive years. Pictured with the students is Coach Larry England.

Calloway team wins speech tourney
The Calloway County High
School Speech Team swept six
first places out of eight categories
to win first place sweepstakes
honors at the 15th annual Nathan
B. Stubblefield Speech Tournament sponsored by the Murray
High Speech Team Saturday.
This was the llth consecutive
year for the Lakers to win the
Murray High School event.
Calloway County recorded 351
points for first place, Henry County scored 297 for second place and
Trigg County finished third with
118 points.
Seventeen Laker team
4

members qualified for the final
round of competition and 12 of
those placed for individual honors.
First place honors were wen by
Vincent Alton, extemporeanous
speaking; Lori Burteen, original
oratory; Karen Adams, prose; ,
Mark Cooper, storytelling; Sherri
Mills, dramatics serious; and
Molly Imes and Sherri Mills, duet
acting.
Second place honors were won
by Carrie Paschall, poetry and
Bill Murray, dramatics
humorous.
Third place honors went to Kenneth Futrell, extemporeanous

speaking; Tim Williams,
storytelling; Molly Imes,
dramatics serious; and Candi
Glass and Liz Bailey, duet acting.
Other finalists were: Allen McCla;d, Lori Yarbrough, Debbie
Walker, Chuck Cathey, Tim
Weatherford, Beth Woodall, Jill
Rowland and Evy Jarrett.
Calloway County will travel to
Harrison County Nov. 6, for the
next tournament that will feature
the top teams throughout the
state.
Larry England and Wanda
Johnson coach the Calloway County Speech Teams.
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FIRST PLACE — The Murray High School Marching Rand won
first place honors in its class at the Christian County Invitational
Band Contest.
Carter Studio photo
•

•
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Secretaries earning more than Brown
By SY RAMSEY
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Almost every cabinet secretary
now makes a higher salary than
Gov. John Y. Brown Jr., and Neil
Welch is the highest paid at $59,000
annually.
That information comes from
the Legislative Research Commission staff, updated by the state
Personnel Department.
Brown, a millionaire, makes
$50,000 a year. He donated his first
year's salary to renovation of the
executive mansion, and aides said
he is continuing to contribute all
his pay to charities.
William Sturgill, another

millionaire and secretary of
energy and agriculture, accepts
only $1 a year as his salazy
Secretary of the Cabinet Geerge
Fischer said all the cabinet heads
started at $45,000 when Brown
took office in December 1979, and
that two have had 5 percent raises
since, which briny; their base pay
to $49,875.
Thus, all stay within the legal
limit that prohibits them from
making more than the governor.
But in actuality they do make
more than Brown.
Every secretary receives at
least $2,500 above his regular
salary from the governor's office
payroll.

Rush Dozier, legal counsel for
Brown, said this results from an
executive order issued last August
that made all the secretaries
members of the governor's
cabinet.
The order grew out of an attorney general's opinion that said
non-merit system employees
could serve in two positions if they
were compensated for both.
The retionale dates back to the
administration of Gov. Wendell
Ford when the state was
reorgistaid 1417141ROUtively and
the cabinetPastrisara created.
Dozier said the language of
what now is a statute says that
"the executive cabinet shall be a
part of the office of the governor"
and shall assist the governor in
operation of his office.
Welch became the first state official to make considerable addi-

timid salary on the basis of that
itatute.
He was hired as }ustice
secretary, when the salary was
$47,500, and Brown added $18.000
for special investigative duties.
Welch recently was transferred
as secretary of public protection
and regulation, with Brown saying
that Welch's new salary would be
negotiated.
An LRC report on dual employment of cabinet secretariseihews
that whereas all other .eilahtet
secretaries get $2,500 above their
has pay of $49,875, Welch receives
$9,125for a total of $59,000.
Fischer said Welch had
volunteered to negotiate another
salary after being moved from
Justice, but that he has not
discussed the matter yet with
Welch.

Chopper to be renovated

SKELETONS IN THE CLOSET? — Perhaps there are, but Dr.
Montague (Bob Valentine) is directing the search for a missing girl
aided by the mysterious Theodora (Kathryn Ballard) and Luke
Sanderson (Tim Lyons) in a scene from the Playhouse in the Park
production of "The Haunting of Hill House." The Halloween production of the Murray-Calloway County Community Theatre will open
Oct. 28-30 and will be repeated Nov. 4-6, with a special midnight show
on Halloween. Researvations and ticket information are available by
calling (502) 759-1752.
Photo by Paul Wilson

FRANKFORT,Ky.(AP) —The
interior of the state's Sikorsky
Spirit helicopter is being
renovated by the state administration to make the craft
more marketable, according to an
aide to Gov. John Y. Brown Jr.
The aide said the refurbishment, including a "refreshment
center," is to cost $49,900.
One legislator who has been a
frequent critic of the Sikorsky purchase in mid-1980 described the
renovation as "ridiculous."
"I can't believe it," said Rep.
Arthur Schmidt, R-Cold Spring,
when told of the administration's
plans.
Schmidt said he wondered if the
refreshment center, which is to include a small refrigerator and
water dispenser, would contain
"Kentucky's favorite liquid
refreshment."
Schmidt, the House minority
leader, is a member of the Capital
Construction and Equipment Purchase Oversight Committee.
The contract for the Sikorsky
remodeling is just $100 short of the
amount which requires the committee's approval.
The original bid of East West
Helicopters of Cincinnati, which
has been hired to do the work, was
in excess of $50,000. •
But state officials negotiated the
lower figure by agreeing to pay 50
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percent in advance, said Gordon
Nichols, spokesman for the
Department of Military Affairs.
Nichols said the check was mailed last month, and East West
Helicopters expects to do the work
during the second week of
November.
In addition to the refreshment
center, the helicopter's interior
will be soundproofed.
The governor and other
passengers have complained
about the noise in the aircraft,
Nichols Said, and a check revealed
decibel readings in excess of 106,
which is above levels believed to
be safe.
He said that changing the interior was "partially the governor's idea, too."
Frank Fox, an assistant to
Brown, said he believed the
remodeling of the helicopter,
which had been on the market
several months ago, "will
enhance the sale of it. I believe
that's one of the goals."
When originally purchased, Fox
said, the Sikorsky was furnished
to "ferry 12 men back and forth to
oil derricks" rather than in the
usual executive style which would
make it more saleable.

CCHS speech team
to conduct sate
of citrus fruits
The Calloway County High
School Speech Team will be conducting a citrus fruit sale starting
today and running through Nov. 7,
with delivery dates Nov. 21
through Dec.19.
All proceeds from the sale will
be used for team members tournament and travel expenses.
Speech Team Coach Larry
England stated that "each team
member is out a lot of money for
travel and this sale will help to
defray personal expenses."
The Laker team will be gelling
fresh fruit from Texas. Oranges,
grapefruits and navels can be purchased in small and large boxes.
Team members will be contacting
area residents throughout the
sales campaign.
Fruit prices are: small box
oranges (40-50), $8; large box
oranges (80-100), $13; small box
grapefruit (18-24), $8; large box
grapefruit (36-48), $13; small box
navel oranges, $9.50; large box
navel oranges,$15. __
Anuyone wanting to purcaltse
citrus may call any speech team
member or 753-9459, 753-9790 or
Calloway County High at 753-8141
or 753-5479.
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Stock barn,trailer
destroyed by fires

Put your name
on Kentucky's favorite
get-well card.
It's no wonder over 11
/
2 million Kentuckians carry
the Blue Cross and Blue Shield membership card.
It's the card that assures quick admittance to
hospitals across the United States.
It's the card that means quality pre-paid health
care including physicians fees, hospital care,
and major medical coverage to guard against the
cost of catastrophic illness or IP)UrV

It's the card that can do so much; it has made
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Kentucky the
standard by which other health care plans are
measured—whether for employer groups, for
families, or for individuals.
If you'd like to be considered for the catd so
many Kentuckians depend on, fill out the coupon
and mail it today.

A stock barn and a house trailer
were destroyed by fires over the
weekend, according to Paul Lyles
of the Calloway County FireRescue Squad.
The stock barn, located on
Friendship Read off Highway 94
East, was unoccupied at the time
of the Saturday night fire. Squad
members were assisted by the
forestry department.
Early Sunday, the Stan
Hargrove trailer, located two
miles north of Lynn Grove, was
destroyed by fire of unknown
origin.
No injuries were reported in
either incident.

Library...
Blue Cross
Blue Shield
Delta Dental

Your professionals
in health care financing

of Kentucky
• Reg mark Blue Gross Assn

'Reg Mark Btu* Stveld AssoclatIon

•

Delta Dental Plans Assoc4abon

(Continued From Page 1)
Volunteers Appreciation Dinner.
Persons interested in supporting the Friends Organization
are invited to attend and join or
renew their annual membership
at this time. Dues are: Individual
members--$3. Organizational
members--$1O. Contributing
members—$25. Life members—$50.

NEWEST CHAMBER MEMBER — Lou Httie (right), associate
director of the Murry-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce,
signs in Jim Rice of Artcraft Studio as the newest member of the
local chamber.

Chamber to kick off
membership drive
The Murray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce will have an
open meeting at the Commerce Centre, U.S. 641 North, for any and
all businesses or individuals not members of the Chamber.
A presentation will be made concerning what the Chamber is, what
it does and what members can do for the Chamber.
The public is invited to the meeting to be at 7 p.m. tonight at the
Commerce Centre. This is the kick-off for the fall membership drive.

Auto executive remains
in jail pending hearing
LOS ANGELES(AP) — John Z.
De Lorean, accused of trying to
arrange a $24 million cocaine deal
to save his ailing sports car company, remained jailed today while
a real estate agent tried to sell off
De Lorean's 48-acre estate to raise
bail money.
De Lorean's lawyer Joseph
Ball, meanwhile, was scheduled to
go before U.S. Magistrate James
Penney Jr. today to try to get the
flamboyant automaker's $5
million bail redueed.
De Lorean, 57, arrested last
Tuesday at a hotel near Los.
Angeles International Airport, is
charged with conspiracy to
paasess for distribution 220 pounds
of cocaine worth an estimated $24
million.
Also being held at the Terminal
Island federal prison are De
Lorean's alleged associates in the
case: William Morgan Hetrick,50,
owner of a Mojave, Calif., aircraft
service company, and Stephen
Lee Arrington, 24, of San Diego,
described as an associate of
Hetrick.
Bail for Hetrick, described by

the FBI as a major cocaine
distributor, was set at $20 million.
Arrington is being held in lieu of
$250,000 bail.
The De Lorean Motor Co. has
been in receivership since
February. The Belfast, Northern
Ireland, plant was closed Tuesday
a few hours before De Lorean's arrest in Los Angeles.
Real estate agent Betty Vlahos
reported two "serious" offers for
De Lorean's San Diego County
estate. The asking price for the
property has been increased from
$4 IIII411013 t0.0.25
The estate has been central in
efforts to raise the $500,000 cash
bond — 10 percent of the bail — required to free De Lorean.
Two Ohio companies announced
separate offers to save the plant
where the stainless steel-skinned
sports cars were built.
The president of Columbusbased Consolidated International
Sol A. Schenk, said he visited
the Belfast factory on Friday and
made "a very interesting cash offer."

Voters seen unlikely
to upset house coalition

„
WASHINGTON (AP) —For 10
minutes, Democratic and
Republican legislators at a
League of Women Voters forum
on Capitol Hill traded rhetorical
flourishes — and little else —
about unemployment.
The desultory dialogue last
week prompted the moderator to
interject: "I don't think the
unemployed listening to us tonight
really can take much comfort
from this discussion so far."
The comment appears to reflect
wide sentiment among American
voters as the 1962 election campaign draws to a close. The lack of
specific cures for high unemployment and a sluggish economy has
kept voters from displaying any
inclination to stampede toward
either major party on Nov. 2.
As a result, Democratic and
GOP officials say neither side will

Pills...
(Continued From Page 1)
pany, said the television spots
would continue through Wednesday.
The company will study consumer reaction to the spots before
deciding whether to run them
after Wednesday, Lawrence G.
Foster, Johnson & Johnson vice
president for public affairs, said
In New Brunswick, N.J.

have a landslide to savor in congressional elections, nor
humiliating losses to spent the
next two years trying to forget.
Democrats still hope to remove
enough Renublicans from Presi•
dent Reagan's working coalition
in the House to effectively derail
the economic program that his
critics blame for the 10.1 percent
unemployment rate. This would
provide a solid foundation on
which-the Democrats could build a
presidential campaign for 1984.
Republicans, meanwhile, are
fighting to minimize the historic
tendency toward midterm congressional losses by the president's party. In the last 28 off-year
elections, the president's party
has suffered an average net loss of
39 House seats. A good showing by
the Republicans would allow
Reagan to stick with his economic
and legislative agenda.
Despite some hotly contested
races across the country, the consensus among political professionals is that there most likely
will be a net Republican loss of
eight to 15 seats in the
Democratic-controlled House this
year.
Nonetheless, while the overall
House lineup of 241 'Democrats
and 192 Republicans, with two
vacancies, may remain virtually
the same, there will be plenty of
new faces when the 98th Congress
convenes.

MSU vs. Eastern...
(Continued From Page 1)
•

Having the game televised will be an exciting and profitable venture for the Racers and the Ohio Valey Conference. WTBS paid the
OVC $350,000 for the telecast rights. That money will cover the expenses and be shared among the eight conference schools.
The Murray State-Eastern Kentucky game is the first Division IAA game shown on WTBS this year. The Grambling-Souttiern
University contest will be televised later in the year as pat of the
Super Station's 19-game television schedule.

•
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Some 400,000 are
still in violation of
draft registration
Resistance to draft registration creates a major
problem, but the Reagan administration so far
hasn't moved decisively against some 500,000 young
men from age 18 through 21 who haven't complied
with the law.
Of the 500,000 who haven't signed up, about
100,000 are said to be in the Reserve or the National
Guard, so they presumably pose no problem. But
the remaining 400,000, through design or ignorance,
definitely are in violation of the law.
The government has begun selective prosecution
of some offenders, apparently hoping to cause the
large number of violators to sign up quickly. So far
however, there is no report of large numbers of
resisters rushing to sign up.
It appears that the government will have to do
more than prosecute a relatively small number of
violators to gain full compliance. It probably will
take a major effort across the nation.
Once such stepped up prosecutions are announced, the holdouts probably will sign up rather quickly. There is no reason why a much tougher campaign against these violators should not begin immediately because they have had more than ample
time to sign up.
It isn't fair to the estimated 7.5 million young men
who have registered for the draft to allow about
400,000 of their counterparts to escape registration.
A tougher enforcement campaign also is needed to
deal with another major problem in the registration
— the fact that about 1 million of those who have
registered have moved and failed to provide the
Selective Service System with their present address. That also is a violation of the law.

liserthes Is a service for seeder
citizens, ha porpoise is to answer
questions aed wive problems. If you
have a *Paths or a problem not
answered in thus celleemsk write to
Heartline, 114 gest DOWN St., West
Alexandria, Ohio IOW You will
receive a prompt reply, but yen must
Include a self-addressed, stamped

envelope. The meet motel replies
wth be peeled is this edema.
HEARTLINE. If a person who is
drawing an annaity from the
Railroad Retirement Board is not
satisfied with the handling of their
claim for the annuity nor the amount.
what provisions are made to protest
something you feel is unfair' H.B.
ANSWER: The U.S. Railroad

Retirement Booed has revised the
appeals process &valise* to peruse
dissathified with decisions on their
claims under the Railroad Retirement Act The purpose is to shortie
the time it takes to resolve an appeal.
no changes have been ma& in Board
appeals procedures for claims under
the Railroad Unempoloyment Insurance Act

I Reconsideration by Bureau of
Retirement elating • Ao individual
now has 00 days. from the date of the
initial notice of s decision on his or
her claim, to file a written statement
requiesting reconsideration from the
Board's Bureau of Retirement
Claims However. in decisions in.

volving previous benefit over
payments. where the person main
tains entitlement to further benefit,
reconsideration must be requested
within 30 days of the overpayment
notice Failure to request neon
siderabon within the allocated time
period will result in forfeiture of further appeal rights
Appeal to Bureau of Hearings
and Appeals • An individual now has
00 days from the date of the notice of
the Bureau of Retirement Claims
reconsideration decision to file an appeal with the Board's Bureau of
Hearings and Appeals, which is independent of the Bureau of Retirement Claims
3) Appeal to the Board
An individual now has 00 days from the
date of the notice of the Bureau of
Hearings and Appeals declaim to file
an appeal to the three-member
Board

No special deal for
airlines unionists
Union leaders are concerned that certain labor
protective provisions for airline employees will be
phased out, too, when the Civil Aviation Board,
which regulates the industry, goes out of existence
on Jan. 1,1985.
In the past, the CAB has had the discretionary
authority to require that, wtteti
sold out to another airlines., theplldta
stewardesses, mechanics and other union members
would have to go along with the airplanes to work
for the new airline. Or the new airline would have to
pay heavy severance charges to the former
employees. This would be an economic burden on
the new firm that could prevent such mergers.
So far unions have been unsuccessful in their
drive. Union leaders expect ot take up the battle
again next year.
The Reagan administration at first was negative
about such legislation and a letter in opposition was
sent to the CAB and Congress by Reagan budgetdirector David Stockman. Later, however, two
members of Reagan's Cabinet, Drew Lewis,
secretary of transportation, and Raymond L.
Donovan,secretary of labor, demonstrated support
for re-enactment of the protective provisions.
The actions of the Cabinet members indicate the
president is paying off a debt to the airline unions
because they continued to work and did not support
the nationwide strike by PATCO — the Professional
Air Traffic Controllers Organization. The PATCO
strike failure can be laid, at least in part, to the nonsupport of the airline unions.
Debt or no debt, the continuation of these labor
protective provisions would be bad for the airline
industry and bad for the country. They would
discourage such mergers as the present attempt by
Pacific Southwest Airlines and Braniff International get a portion of the bankrupt Braniff air fleet
back into operation and put 1,500 of Braniff's 8,500
unemployed workers back on the job.
Even now, labor leaders of the International
Association of Machinists and Aerospace Workers
are indicating in Dallas, headquarters for Braniff,
that the union will tolerate no merger attempts that
will result in lower wage and benefit concessions
will have to be made by the four unions that represent Braniff workers if the merger is to be successful.
Congress should watch the PSA-Braniff situation
and learn from it. Special protectons for airliner
workers are uncalled for.
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Amy person where 'mascot*" for
benefits ender the Relined Retirement Act is denied, or who is
dissaUthed with the benefit' awarded. has the rigM of appeal The plenums in the Board's appeals prorectum. which were effective Aiwa
14, 11113, provide for a formal three
stage review and appeals peeress,
and reduce the amount of time dewing which a reronosierstion requesting an appeal may be flied Tlw
three stages and new time limits are
as follows

An appellant who is not satlidied
with the three-member Board's decision may apply for a review of the
case by a U.S. Circuit Court of Ap-

looking back
"
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N 'Ten years 148P
James Randy Brame, 16, was tilled in a traffic accident yesterday on
Kirksey Highway 299. Also injured
were Rodney Lane Paschall, Roger
Potts and Howard Newsome.
Other deaths reported include Mitchell Barrett, 78, Vanroe Hicks, 46,
and Mrs. Agnes Waker,
Dr. Eugene Schanbacher spoke of
his stay in Ethiopia at the meeting of
Murray Lions Club. He is an
associate professor in industrial
education department at Murray
State University.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Larry Robinson, Oct.
17, a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Byron
Vaughn, Oct. 21, and a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Randy Brittain, Oct. 23.
Prof. John C. Winter spoke of his
travels in Europe at the meeting of
the Music Department of Murray
Woman's Club.
Sirloin steak is listed as selling for
$1.18 per pound at Jim Adams IGA.
Twenty yeas ago
A 90 per cent tele score on the National Merit Scholarship Test helped
to make Don Oliver, College High
School senior, eligible to try for a
seat in the Senate Youth Program
with the test to be on Oct. 25 at
Paducah. He is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Everett Oliver.
Dr. Hunter Hancock, biologist at
Murray State College, spoke about
Rock Bass at meeting of Murray
Lions Club at the Goshen Methodist
Church.
Mrs. Whit Imes, Public Health
Nurse, was guest speaker at the
meeting on Oct. 23 of the Kirksey
School Parent-Teacher Association.
Recent births reported at the Murray Hospital include a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. James Pridemore, a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Jasper Milliken, a boy to
Franklin and Jane Rickman, a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Billy Powell, a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Turner and a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Jerald Garrett.
Mrs. Alfred Wolfson and Mrs.
Henry Holton directed workshops on
silk screen and oil painting at
meeting of Creative Arts Department of the Murray Woman's Club..
Thirty years ago
An extensive building program is
being undertaken by the Calloway
County Board of Education with
classrooms to be added at Kirksey,
Ahno and New Concord High Schools
and a new gym at Lynn Grove High
School. Board members are Fleetwood Crouch, Gardie Lassiter, Noble
Cox, John Grogan and Leland
Strader with Buron Jeffrey as school
superintendent.
Deaths reported include John Erwin,79.
Elected as officers of recently
formed Almo High School Chapter of
Future Homemakers of America
were Peggy Rutland, Allie Mae
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Vance, Marjorie McCuitton and BarThirty members of the Murray
Business and Professional Women's
Club attended the fall roundup of

Districts I and .11 at Kenlake Hotel
Oct. 18 and 19.
•
Showing at Varsity Theatre is
"Kangaroo" starring Maureen
O'Hara and Peter La wford

capitol conversation
FRANKFORT, Ky. AP) — While
much of the state's attention is focused on potential gubernatorial candidates for 1963, the Kentucky congressional races are just three weeks
away.
The party lineup of the state's congressional delegation now is four to
three Democratic, and there are at
least three spirited contests.
In the 3rd District of Louisville,
Republican Carl Brown is trying to
unseat veteran Democrat Ron Maxzoli.
In the 4th District running east
along the Ohio River and extending
to Northern Kentucky, state Rep.
Terry Mann,a Newport Democrat, is
attempting to upset another veteran,
Republican Gene Snyder of Jeffersontown.
And in the 6th District comprising
much of the bluegrass, Don Mills is
campaigning to return the area to its
traditional Democratic status by toppling Republican Larry Hopkins,
who seeks a third term. Both candidates are from Lexington, the
populous area.
However, in the 1st District of far
western Kentucky, Democrat Carroll
Hubbard has no opposition.
In the 2nd District of western Ken
Lucky, Republican Mark Watson, an
Elizabethtown attorney, is challenging veteran Democratic incumbent
William Natcher of Bowling Green,
who easily survived an unusual
cluster of opposition in last May's
primary.
In the 5th District, which includes
much of southeastern Kentucky,
Democrat Doye Davenport, a
Greensburg farmer, is running
against Republican incumbent Hal
Rogers of Somerset.
And in the 7th District of Eastern
Kentucky, Republican Tom Hamby,
publisher of a weekly newspaper at
Flemingsburg, is tackling Democrat
Carl Perkins of Hindman, dean of the
Kentucky congressional delegation.
Incumbent congressmen are hard
to defeat unless they have committed
a grievous political mistake. In part,
this is because they usually have the
funding and, by virtue of office. fringe benefits of wide publicity at little or no expense.
Challengers work for attention and
money,and such appears to be a major hurdle for Mann and Mills.
Nonetheless, Mann, an educator,
has been waging a lively campaign

peals. That review must be started
within one year after the threemember Board's decision. The oneyear time limit for a Court review is
not a change
So, your first step is number I, and
II not satisfied with that decision, you
follow step number,1, and so on

by sy Kimsey
that appears aimed at showing that
Snyder is involved too much with
private dealings in real estate and
coal sales.
The combative Snyder has tried to
deflate Mann by referring to mention
of Mann in a special federal grand
jury report on an alleged fee-splitting
scheme involving state insurance
contraccts.
As a sample of the continuing
rhetoric, there is Snyder's remark
that Mann "is an embarrassment to
the people he represents" and
Mann's comment that some of
Snyder's statements are "inaccurate,false and name-calling."
One trend that seems to favor
Mann is the 4th District's population
shift toward Northern Kentucky instead of Jefferson County.
In the 6th District, the namecalling has been milder, but the race
Is warming up.

Mills is trying to reap benefits from
the addition of several Democratic
counties to the district, but the Lexington area is the key to the outcome
and Hopkins has done well there in
previous elections.
The GOP incumbent also seems to
have been careful not to appear
slavishly devoted to President
Reagan's fiscal policies, and has professed to fight hard for tobacco
fanners.
Mills sharply has criticized
Hopkins for refusing to debate him,
while the Republican has responded
he won't fall into the trap of being used "ass punching bag for ( Mills'
negative campaign objectives"
In the 3rd District, it's Republican
Brown, a member of the Jefferson
County Commission, who wants to
debate Democrat Maizoli on certain
issues. Mazzloi has responded that
the issues are phony

letter to the editor
To The Editor:
I must write and commend the
Murray City Council for decreeing
that Halloween will be celebrated on
Oct. 30th because the 31 falls on the
Sabbath this year. Little children
laughing and having fun while dressed in pagan costumes would be an inappropriate sight to see on a Sunday.lt is right and proper for our
municipal officials to determine, in
the spirit of the God-fearing Christians they represent, what activities
private citizens may pursue on Sundays.
I have a modest proposal for the
good people of Murray: we should
fervently pray that the City council
will apply the logic of their Halloween decision to other heathen activities that I've observed neighbors
doing on Sundays. First must be an
outlawing of golfing, jogging, swimming, and other athletic festivities
that some possessed people pursue
on the Sacred Day. Second,all movie
theaters, bowling alleys, and weaned "amusement" renters must
be closed to protect sacrilegious sinners from temptation. Third, there
should be a city ordinance outlawing
the mowing of lawns and other
frivolous flaunting of propriety such
as people on their knees weeding

their gardens — Ober should be on
knees praying for salvation! it is an
American tradition for the Christian
majority to impose its morality Sander& on the entire community by
regulating the behavior of the
minority.
But the City Council must do more
there has to be public punishment to
fit the crime s f Around the Conferrate War Memorial should be constructed stocks in which sinners will
be confined while nice people fatter
attending church spit and throw
refuse on them Only strict enforcement of the law will deter moral
degenerates.
Sincerely,
Len Carlson
.1612 Kirk wood Or
Murray,Ky 42071
P.S. The City Council apparently
overlooked I and who can blame
them' the fact that October 30th. a
Saturday, is the Sabbath for Jews.
However, probably there aren't very
many of them in town so it might not
mutter. But if one of them calls in the
ACLU and makes a fuss, the City
Council can declare that in the year
of our Lard. 1912, there is no Halloween. That'll fis'en! God bless the
City Council and the good people of
this wall town
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Steele and Rogers vows solemnized at Coldwater Baptist ChurchYour Individual
The wedding of Miss
Tammy Lynn Steele and
Barry Keith Rogers was
solemnized Friday, Sept.
3, at 7:30 p.m. at the Coldwater Baptist Church.
The Rev. Jimmy Meddling officiated at the
double ring ceremony. A
program of nuptial music
was presented by Mrs.
Dale Finney.
The bride is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Barry L. Steele. She is the
granddaughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Guy Hill of
Madison Heights, Mich.,
and of Mr. and Mrs.
Richard A. Steele of
Jensen Beach, Fla.
The groom is the son of
Mr. and Mrs. Lee Rogers,
Rt. 1, Farmington. He is
the grandson of Mrs. Bennie Finney of Farmington
and of Mr. and Mrs. Rudy
Rogers of Mayfield.
The.altar was centered
with a 15-branch brass
candelabrum flanked by
two 15-branch brass
spiral candelabra. A
brass unity candle holder
was placed to one side for
the bride and groom to
light during the
ceremony. Two brass columns holding baskets of
ferns were on each side of
the altar.
The bride
The bride was escorted
to the altar by her father
and given in marriage by
her parents. She wore a
formal white gown of textured net venise lace with
chantilly lace over peau
de soie.
The fitted bodice
featured a Queen Anne
neckline overlaid in textured net Venise lace.
Long sheer sleeves
fashioned with one applique on each sleeve of
Venise lace formed deep
chantilly lace cuffs at the
wrist. Her full skirt fell
from a natural waistline
into tiers trimmed in
chantilly-laee and swept
into a chapel length train.
She had a chapel length
veil. The headpiece was

covered with chantilly
lace and was appliqued
with seed pearls. The
long illusion was
bordered by lace with
Lace medallions scattered
down the back of the veil.
She carried a classic
bridal bouquet of white
vanda orchids and white
gardenias with a melange
of roses, daffodils andminiature carnations in
pink, blue, [iliac and nector with white baby's
breath.
Mrs. Tina Eaker, sister
of the bride, was matron
of honor. The
bridesmaids were Miss
Tracy Steele, sister of the
bride, and Mrs. Peggy
Ayers, sister of the
groom.
They wore long formal
gowns of sheer pindot
organza over taffeta in
assorted rainbow colors
of blue, lilac and nector.
The gowns were designed
with fitted bodices and
spaghetti straps of lace
and ribbon. Their bouffant skirts ended with
wide flounce ruffles trimmed in lace and ribbon.
Each attendant wore a
headpiece of small rainbow colored flowers and
baby's breath made into
a wreath with streamers
to match the individual
color of her dress. Each
carried a colonial bouquet of roses, daffodils,
miniature carnations and
baby's breath in the rainbow colors with attached
streamers of lace.
Miss Tiffany Leigh
Eaker, niece of the bride,
was flower girl. She wore
a long pink dress of pindot organza over pink cotton fashioned with short
puff sleeves and skirt of
three tiers of ruffles trimmed in lace.
She wore a small
wreath headpiece
fashioned like the
bridesmaids with tiny
rainbow‘ colorett fl6wers
and baby's breath with
pink streamers. She carried a white basket of

Horoscope

overlaid with a white
satin cloth and centered
with an arrangement of
rainbow colored flowers
flanked on each side by
other arrangements.
The four-tiered wedding cake was adorned
with rainbow colored
Freawkiske
floers and was topped
FOR TUESDAY,
with a miniature bride
OCTOBER 26, 1982
and groom statuette in a
What kind of day will tomorheart shaped arch
row be? To find out what the
decorated with rainbow
-.tan say, read the forecast
flowers.
given for your birth alga.
Punch was served from
a brass punch bowl. Tiny
sandwiches, cheese,
ARIES
vegetabls and dip, nuts
(Mir.21 to Apr. 19) 41119
44
and homemade mints
efforts will
Collaborative
were served from brass
succeed careerwise. Keep in
appointments..
touch with friends both near
Serving were Mrs.
and far. You receive invitaDelores HW, Mrs. Norma
tions.
Finney and Mrs.
TAURUS
Rowland.
(Apr.20toMay 20)
Rice roses made of
You'll get the results you
rainbow colored satin
want regarding job interests.
were distributed by Miss
Self-discipline and initiative
Stacy Hill, Madison
combine to your advantage.
Heights, Mich., cousin of
GEMINI
.
9
1
the bride.
(May 21 to June 20) 11
Your plans regarding
After the reception the
children and romantic incouple left for a short
terests proceed without a hitwedding trip to Nashville,
ch. Helping loved ones gives
Tenn. They now are
you a sense of satisfaction.
residing at Rt. 1, FarmCANCER
ington.
Mr. and Mrs. Barry Keith Rogers
(June 21 toJuly 22)
Rehearsal dinner
It'sto your advantage to
Mr. and Mrs. Lee groom, were hosts for a Co 0i a
House couple presented gifts to work overtime if necessary to
Rogers, parents of the rehearsal dinner at the Smorgasbord. The bridal their attendans.
complete a work project. Consult with insurance and bank
representatives.
ASHLAND, Ky. (AP) art in the northeastern colorful motif with sten- and this is a craft that LEO
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
— Kentucky's oldest part of the country, it is ciling. Mrs. Bishop would women can do to make
You'll reach important
crafts have spread across seldom seen in the south. next teach the women money. Those floor agreements with loved ones
"I got started at this 23 fabric stenciling.
the nation, but now
cloths, or ,mats, two-by- and creative efforts meet with
another old craft is years ago, as a frustrated
On a downstairs wall three feet, retail for $65. success. Romantic times
artist," Mrs. Bishop said. hung straw hats, quilts A four-by-five sells for come after dark.
spreading to Kentucky.
Adele Bishop, a Ver- "Looking for a way to and other examples of the $300 to $700, and a floor VIRGO
mont resident, recently support my two children, art, including fabric size runs into the (Aug.23 toSept. 22) 1117%.
spent three days in- I opened a custom- mats, stenciled and then thousands."
Work is fulfilling. You buy
troducing stenciling, stenciling shop in New covered with three coats
Mrs. Bishop said she major appliances for the
which can be used to York City. I did well, for of varnish. "Some people creates her own stencils, home. Take steps to improve
decorate anything from a no one was interested in like to use them instead of or uses traditional ones overall financial prospects.
handkerchief to a home, doing it for themselves." throw rugs," Mrs. Bishop which she finds in New LIBRA
Mrs. Bishop moved to explained.
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)
to Homemakers at a 4-H
England museums.
camp in eastern Ken- Vermont twelve years
Ruby Mauk helped br- She said that stenciling Morning hours are best for
ago after her husband ing Mrs. Bishop to the is an old custom, contacting others. Later,
tucky.
The Homemakers retired, but said she camp beCause she sees "probably started by ear- you'll want to spend time with
a loved one. Hobbies and
agreed to return 'to their found no demand for her stenciling as a value for ly
Who used leaves
communities and- teach custom work - in the New eastern KetittieVir" -- with holes in them and romance are emphasized.
SCORPIO
the craft to others, Bishop England state.
"Particularly in these some crude pigment to
"I didn't want to aban- economic times, when create a repeated pat- (Oct. 23 to Nov. 21)
said.
Mrs. Bishop said while don the work, so we there's a need for extra tern. Egypt, Crete, every The accent is on domestic
stenciling is a common began to manufacture money — or some money. civilization has used sten- activities. Apartment hunters
gain valuable tips and real
stencil materials — there Mass production is out, cils to some degree."
estate
transactions are
were none available in
favored.
the United States.
SAGITTARIUS
„w
"We started a basic kit,
(Nov. 22 to Dec.21) "s
then in 1976 wrote a book
You'll value the loyalty of an
and it's now in its fourth
A personal shower was nuts, cake and punch old friend. You seem able to be
printing," she said. "The given in honor of Miss were served ,by the in the right place at the right
business has grown so Laura Morgan, bride- hostesses. Also present time. Enjoy group functions.
much...there is so much elect of Lane Lovett, on were Teresa Loveridge, CAPRICORN
'1,4
competition, we sold the Tuesday, Oct. 19, at Corn- Lisa Morgan, Mary (Dec. 22 to Jan. 19)
compa n y t o an munity Room of Peoples Sears, Rachel Elkins, Don't be afraid to ask others
Englishman who had the Bank.
Mitzi Griggs and Cindy favors, especially regarding
career interests. A little bit of
capital to make it grow
The bride-elect was Hoskins.
like it had to."
presented with a wedding
Miss Morgan is the pull goes a long way.
As she talked, women Keepsake book by the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. AQUARIUS
students inside the 4-H hostesses, Sandra Mc- Howard Morgan and Mr. (Jan.20 to Feb. 18)
building in Boyd County Clure, Rhonda Garland Lovett is the son of Mr. Students should participate
were transforming a and Jackie Miller.
and Mrs. Herman Lovett, in extracurricular activities.
Take advantage of the chance
plain wall into one with a
Refreshments of mints, Sr.
to get to know teachers and
advisers better.
- IA-Wrt2S ,
P
Si4r4 PISCES
HOUR
FREE (This Week)
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20) X
DRY
You're serious about imHalloween Mask
proving overall security and
For Children
will take the time to research
Coatrel Shopping Coiner
and investigate your financial
Open 7:00 cm. to 6:00 p.m.
under
12
with
options.
Mope: 753-1525
Purchase
YOU BORN TODAY have
business acumen and administrative talents. You like
large enterprises and are
often interested in politics and
government service. You have
many artistic talents, which
you can commercialize quite
readily. You're happiest when
JEKYLL LI
your work reflects your ideals
HYDE
Closing Solidity Nit. Oct. 31, 19$2 Fir no Somas
...together
and are often drawn toward
again p
Thanks Geneva & Johnie
painting, singing, literature
and sculpture. If not creative4.VOr
central c•ntsr 753-3314
ly inclined, you'll find fulfillment in the world of business.
Banking and industry are
Liz was ashamed of the
possibilities. Birthdate of:
way her blue jeans were
Mahalia Jackson, gospel
fitting. She decided to go
singer; Jackie Coogan, actor;
to Diet Cellter and lose
and Francois Mitterrand,
gov't leader.
weight. After all, buying
a new wardrobe would
7cost more than losing the
11""111
SEASON OF
weight.
THE WITCH
Boy is she glad she
went to Diet Center.
Teeth are bones —but harder

rainbow colored flowers
with long pink streamers
with white vend orchids
attached at each end. She
dropped rose petals in the
path of the bride.
The groom
The groom woere a
white formal tuxedo with
bowtie and tails and a
rose boutonniere.
Mark Rogers was best
man for his brother.
Groomsmen were Craig
Roges and Kelly Rogers,
also brothers of the
groom.
The men attendants
wore black formal tuxedoes with white shirts
and individual rainbow
colored ruffles of blue,
lilac and nector to match
the bridesmaids' dresses.
They had rosebud boutonnieres to match individual colors of the ruffles on their shirts.
Todd Hill, Madison
Heights, Mich., cousin of
the bride, served as ring
bearer. He wore a black
formal tuxedo with short
pants,a white shirt with a
pink ruffle to match the
dress of the flower girl,
and a tiny pink rose bud
boutonniere.
The ring bearer carried
a white heart-shaped
pillow of satin with wide
lace and long satin
streamers with white
vanda orchids attached
at each end.
The bride's mother
wore a blue floor length
gown. The groom's
mother was attired in a
pink floor length gown.
Their flowers were
gardenias.
Mrs. Donna Maynard
kept the guest register at
a white satin covered
table centered with an arrangement of rainbow
colored flowers.
The wedding was
directed by Rodney
Eaker.
ReCeption
A reCeptioniollowed at
the Holiday Inn, Murray,
with the bride's parents
as hosts.
The bride's table was
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Stenciling introduced as new state art by Vermont resident
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Light up the night
in our silky
long wrap robe
with rich
trapunto trim
on the neckime
and cuffs
Sleek
sophistication
and satiny smooth
in easy-care
anti-cling
Antron• Ill
Glisanda nylon

Liz Gilliam of Murray
lost 34 lbs.
in 9 weeks.
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Ti. rogh.
no one corner. home
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Regular 31.00
Special 23.00

YOU CAN
DO IT TOO!

753-0020
Mon-Fri 8-5:30 Sat. 10-1

UTTLETON:5
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Bar-B-Q
Plate

714,9 5

NO CONTRACTS
NATURAL FOODS
NO SHOTS
NO DRUGS

WI MR you up whorl, you Woo.
RICHARD
DEBRA
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WINGER
CIM
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641 North The Village

•Bar-B-Q
•French Fries
•Baked Beans
'Slow & Bun
'Med. Drink

'French Fries
*Slaw
*Cherry Peppers
*Toasted Bun
.Reg. Drink

$2.99

$1.99

Mess Good Until Oct. 27
NOW OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
CONVIENENT DRIVE THROUGH WINDOW

rAsrnef
A.Rderawron.
Only M. ALlips
go.&Ned

Steak Finger
Basket

• owe(et
,
er(Tvee

chestnut at. 753-3314

TI's BAR-B-Q

than most of the other bones
in the body.

Hobbs Discount Shoe
1303 Chestnut
Murray, Ky. 42071
10-5 doily 10.6 Fri.

Nome Brand Shoes
for the entire fondly
at discount prices

41111111116 lewega • mai.
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Mr., Mrs. Cornish guests of honor at dinner at Kenloke Hotel
Mr. as Mrs. W.H. Oarsib et Rag*, Ism,
won bow pow at a
diner at Kaiaks lista
sad celebration el Mr
Osenish's birthday while
lhay were im Murray as

PLAYING IN the Band of Hasid IlIgh ached dint Ille er
wail (hlt to TWA), bottom row. Enoch
White (deceased), Juanita (MacRae) Hatcher; second raw, Marilmaaa (Mayer)
lialka, Pauline
(Paschall) Storey, Lillie Wratber (teacher), Charles James, Cyral Wlso, R.E. Orr,
Edward Curd, Hollis
Walker (deceased), Evelyn (Wilson) Lax, A.T. Whitnall; third row, U.S. Lamb (deceased), Prank
Malta'
(teacher), Charles Jones (deceased), WI). Kelly (becalmed) Elwood Blackburn (deceased) and
Sam Boyd
Neely.

Faculty, students present papers at meeting
Two faculty members
and four students in the
Department of Chemistry
at Murray State University recently presented two
papers at the 7th SIUChemistry Conference in
Carbondale,
Dr. Howell R. Clark,
professor of chemistry,

and senior students,
Harry and Debra Fannin
of Murray, presented a
paper entitled, "An Examination of Some West
Kentucky Stripmine Acid
Drainage Systems for
Selenium."
Dr. David A. Owen,
assistant professor, and

student Kevin M. Simp- Microcalorimetric
son, a Sturgis senior, and evaluation of SurfaceAlan D. Bradbury, Catalyzed Recombinatin
Medina, Tenn., who of Atoms and Derecently completed an excitation of Excited
M.S. degree in chemistry, Molecules on the NASA
presented the second Space Shuttle Tiles.
paper entitled, "Behind an able man there
'Computer-Assisted are always other able men.
Emission amd
Chinese proverb

guads if lira. Owask's sad Mrs. Wayae Pewit LaCenieri Wir and Mrs
mother. Mrs Opal Mr. sad lira Cbaster T•rry J•a•s.
Reims
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Its Our At Home Sale.
Rise and shine for
excing savings on
Saybrook coordinates.
Sale4.79
twin sheets
cotton percale
sheets. pillowcases and quilled bedspread
all corne together to make one terrific
looking bed
Bedsheets, flat or fitted
Fleg
Sete
Full
799
1.311
Pillow cases by the pair
411
5 49

Reg. 5.99. Saybrooks poly

Coordinating bedspread
Twin
Full

135

$45

20.00
341.00

dotebook
Tennis play Tuesday
Group C of Ladies Tennis of Murray Country Club
will play Tuesday, Oct. 26, from 11 a.m. to 12:30
p.m. at Kenlake Tennis Center. The group will meet
at 10:30 a.m. at Dakota Feed and Grain. Substitutes
will be Deanna Parker and Pat Weatherly.
The lineup is as follows: Court One — Cecelia
Brock, Carol Waller, Renee Wynn and Cindy Dunn;
Court Two — Vickie Holton, Cathy Mattis, Annette
Alexander and Alice Rouse.

Fellowship Thursday
A Ministers Wives Fellowship for Blood River
Baptist Association will be Thursday, Oct. 28, at
6:30 p.m. at the Memorial Baptist Church, Murray.
A potluck salad supper will be served. Guest
speaker will be Reita Moody, chaplain at Western
Baptist Hospital, Paducah.

James Ross Bruce born
Mr. and Mrs. Larry Bruce, Sedalia, are the
parents of a son, James Ross, born Friday, Sept. 24,
at MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
Grandpaents are Mrs. Lillian Bruce and the late
Roscoe Bruce of Mayfield, Mr. and Mrs. Larry
Devenpor of New Bern, N.C., and Mr. and Mrs.
Roscoe Birgess of Fancy Farm.
i heridan

promoted

John
Sheridan, son of Adolphus and Marell
Sheridan' Rt. 1, Hazel, has been promoted to the
rank of tpecialist five by the United States Army.
He is a piwer generator repairer at Fort Campbell
with the 1131st Maintenane Battalion.

Chorles Bryan Jetton born
Mr. a41 Mrs. Randy Jetton, 112 Crestview Circle,
Paris,
., are the parents of a son, Charles
Bryan, forn Thursday. Oct. 7, at Murray-Calloway
County fospital. Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
Charle etton, Rt. 1, Mayfield, and Mr. and Mrs.
Noble Hischall, Hazel.

Boine Nicole Fulks born
Mr. d Mrs. Steve Fulks, Rt. 8, Benton, are the
paren f a daughter, Blaine Nicole, weighing five
pounds ounces measuring 19 inches, born Friday,
Oct. 1 at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Grandprents are Mr. and Mrs. Billy Joe Anderson
of Faidealing and Mrs. Wanda Fulks and the late
Hugh Win Fulks of Benton.

Grayson awarded medal
Tech. Sgt. Dale F. Grayson, brother of Marilyn
Houston, Rt. 3, Murray, has been decorated with
the U.S. Air Force Commendation Medal at WrightPatterson Air Force Base, Ohio. The medal is
awarded to those individuals who demonstrate
outstanding achievement or meritorious service in
the performance of their duties on behalf of the Air
Force.
His uncle, Elmer Light, resides in Rolla, Mo.
Grayson is a heating systems technician with the
2750th Civil Engineering Squadron.

Zetas to meet Thursday
Zeta Department of Murray Woman's Club will
meet Thursday, Oct. 28, at 7 p.m. at the club house.
Anne Wratber Hoke will speak about "The British
Isles.''
Hostesses will be Hazel Beale, Thelma Bailey,
Charlotte Barker, Christine Batts, Gail Baust and
Sally Alexander.

Ratliff promoted
James R. Ratliff, son of William H. and Eloise
Ratliff of New Concord, has been promoted to the
rank of senior master sergeant by the United States
Air Force. He is a manpower management
superintendent with the 1600th Management
Engineering Squadron at Dover Air Force Base,
Del. He is a 1960 graduate of Mount Vernon High
School, Mt. Vernon, Ill.

Cameron Futrell Wells born
Mr. and Mrs. Tommy Wells, Raleigh, N.C., are
the parents of a daughter, Cameron Futrell,
weighing seven pounds one ounce, born Sunday,
Oct. 10, at a hospital there.
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Gene Wells of
Raleigh, N.C. Great grandparents are Mrs. Ivan
Futrell and Glyco Wells, both of Murray.

Caleb Lyle Yeatts born
The Rev. and Mrs. Richard Yeatts, Nashville,
Tenn., are the parents of a son, Caleb Lyle,
weighing seven pounds seven ounces, measuring 20
inches, born Monday, Oct. 18, at Southern Hills
Hospital, Nashville. The mother is the former
Teriney Grounds. The father is pastor of Faith
Community Church, Nashville.
Maternal grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Vernon
Lite of Aurora. A great-grandmother is Mrs. Eathel
Mitchell, also of Aurora.

Sale $.39 Reg 10 50. Matching
towels of cotton/poly sheared
velour Soft and thick in richly
colored floral print
Bathtowel. Reg 55 Selo '4
Hand towel Reg 3 50 Sale 240
Wash cloth. Reg $2 Safe 1.60

Patients dismissed
Loc
hospi
Lourd
Rt. 1,
Nat
Hospi

patients recently dismissed from area
include Lucy Cook of Murray from
Hospital, Paducah; Bonnie Lou Darnell,
ksey, James William Key, Rt. 7, and Willis
al Fulton, Rt. 7, all from Community
, Mayfield.

FARM BUREAU
1982 CITRUS FRUIT PROGRAM

Sta Sergeant and Mrs. Tommy Hooks are the
pare of a son, Charles William Hayes, weighing
nine
ds one ounce, born Thursday, Sept. 2, at
Mill
Hospital at Fort Campbell. Grandparents
are and Mrs. Bud Hooks.

Jo nson serving in Belgium
A an First Class Craig W. Johnson, son of
Pe
nd Francis Johnson, 100 Garden St., Murray, arrived for duty at Kleine Brogel Air Base,
Be
Jo
, a security specialist with the 7381s1
M
ons Support Squadron, was previously
ass ed to Lackland Air Force Rae",Texas.

istin Jane Browning born
. and Mrs Richard Browning of Rt. 1, Benton,
are the parents of a daughter, Kristin Jane,
g nine pounds one ounce, measuring 201,2 inwe
, born Wednesday, Sept. 29, at MurrayCa oway 0:minty Hospital. They have another
da :hter, Angela. Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
Ja es R. Cope and Mr. and Mrs. Charles Phillips of
Beiton.

Save s2 to set on
blankets and
mattress pads.

Deadline Nov. 19

odes W. Hooks born

lox Novel Oranges
Box Pink SDLS. Orepefreit
Box Orlando Tangelos

4/5 N.$11"
4/S N.$1"
4/5 N.$9"

Sae 23.99 Reg

$30 Twin siii•ei•,_.f.c
blankel of soft acfyitt, polyester
Machine washable Soft solid colors
Full single control Reg $40 Salo 33 99

Case Ni Density Frazioa

Omer kite
24/12 et. Cass $30"
Pecans
1 lb. Naives 54"
Soothers Fried Pierre:
4 lb. Cie SS"
Soothers Fried Peeped:
20 ex. Caw $2"

Seto s.pe Rog 11 99 Twin size fitted
mattress pad ',nth elastic skirt P01 y
cotton with Astrofiii• polyester fiber fill
Full Asp 15 99 Saw 13.00

SeetbersifFried

Skinless Posses

Sabo pile's effective thvough Sunday

20 es. Can $2'

a-0Q
0620

%slimy Fried

Skinless Peones

4 lb. Can;6"

•

Grapsfrsit Sections

Ne Seger Aided

24/16= Calle 815"

FARM BUREAU
7

310$.. 4th

JCPenney
• losej C••••••,, co•ean•

Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
Murray, Kentucky
Catalog Phone(502)759-4080
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Wedding planned Dec. 4

DEAR ABBY: I have a very good friend who always
brings her 4-year-old son along when she comes to play
bridge at my home. The boy interrupts when adults are
talking, runs around the house making as mesh noise as
he can, walks on my furniture and is generally a nuisance. I've tried to keep him amused with toys, color
books, TV, etc., but he wants to In where his mother is.
When he misbehaves, his Maher meekly asks hun to
"stop" — but he pays ne ar
to her.
I don't think it's my plats is discipline the child, but I
am at the end of my rope. What do you'twat?
FRUSTRATED HOSTESS

Dealt)
By Abigail Van Buren

Halloween Tricksters Can
Take the Money and Run
DEAR ABBY: Halloween will soon be here, and despite
all the publicity about children who have been victims of
poisoned candy and apples with razor blades, thousands
of youngsters will be out "trick-or-treating" again this
year.
I pray you will print this suggestion: Instead of handing
out candy or fruit, get several rolls of pennies from the
bank, and when the youngsters show up, drop two or
three pennies into their trick-or-treat bags. The kids will
get a kick out of counting their money when they get
home, and their parents will rest a little easier.
This may not solve the problem entirely, but it might
help.
MARY B., CHARLESTON, S.C.
DEAR MARY: Good suggestion. And regarding
this "trick-or-treat" business: In the good old days,
youngsters would tour their own neighborhoods to
show off their Halloween costumes and receive a
modest treat.
In recent years, however, gangs of older kids have
gone all over town demanding booty in exchange
for "protection" against having one's garbage cans
overturned, windows soaped, eggs thrown and
property vandalized. This is blackmail! Law enforcers everywhere have had to swell their ranks in
order to protect citizens.
In these crazy times, young children should not be
out at night unless accompanied by an adult.
as.

DEAR FRUSTRATED: Ask your friend to please
get a sitter and leave the boy at bane. Explain that
the child is bored in the company of adults and be
misbehaves to get attention. If your friend continues to bring the boy, don't invite her back until the
boy grows up.
• ••

DEAR ABBY: I met this guy I'll call Ritchie one night.
He said he was 24. (I'm 20.) I really fell for him hard. We
dated for about a week. He told me he lived at home with
his parents. Then when I tried calling him, his father
answered the phone and called Ritchie, but when I said,
"Hello, Ritchie? This is Terri." he hung up the phone.
I have tried calling him several times since then, but as
soon as he hears my voice he hangs up on me. The last
time I said, "Please don't hang up, I want to talk to you,"
but he hung up before I even finished the sentence.
What could the matter be? If I did something to upset
him or make him angry, I wish he would tell me. We were
getting along great together. I can't figure it out, can you?
OUT OF IDEAS
DEAR OUT: You are "out" all right, and better
off for it. In any case, Ritchie has given you a very
clear message: He doesn't want to talk to you,
which I think says it all.
as.

Everybody needs friends. For some practical tips
on how to be popular, get Abby's Popularity booklet.
Send $1 plus a long, self-addressed stamped (37
cents) envelope to Abby, Popularity, P.O. Box 38923,
Hollywood, Calif. 90038.

Claudia Anne Corum
to marry Joseph William Groves, Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Billy E.
Corum of Troy, Tenn.,announce the engagement
and approaching marriage of their daughter,
Claudia Anne, to Joseph
William Graves, Jr., son
of Mr. and Mrs. Joseph
W. Graves, Sr., of Murray.
The bride-elect is the
granddaughter of Mrs.
Ferne Corum and the late
Don Corum, and of Mrs.
Mary Hoffman and the
late Matt Hoffman of
Samburg.Tenn.

Jo Burkeen, Murray Today Editor

Major
Medical
that's mirth
a Million.
Time Insurance Company's Major
Medical plan offers:
$1,000,000 in lifetime benefits per insured party.
Payment of all covered charges both in and out of the
hospital. Without schedules.
A deductible you pay just once a year rather
than with each medical occurrence.
And the plan is area-rated so you don't pay
for higher risk areas of the country.
Call us for full details.

153-8165
304 North 12th St.
MuraY

Robert S. Lough
and Associates

an.TIME INSURANCE COMPANY

TOP BAND n7.-.Drum Majorettes Mitzi Boggeu
and Kelly Bolds display the first place trophy won
by the Murray Middle School Band in Saturday's
Murray State Homecoming Parade. Gary Mullins.
band director, said he was extremely pleased with
the performance and very proud of his students.
Carter Studio photo

*Featuring*
Home Oxygen & Respiratory Equipment
•Tanks *Oxygen Concentrators•IPPB

753-146S

Complete Line - Home Convalescent Equipment
•Beds 'Wheel Chairs *Commodes *Walkers *Canes etc.

Community Chorus is
scheduled to rehearse in
Choir Room of First
United Methodist Church
at 7:30 p.m.

All family and friends
are invited to attend the
wedding and the reception.

. HOLLAND

MEDICAL "T)
Caring For You Is Our Tradition
Next To Holland's Drug Store-Downtown Murray

Monday,Oct. 25
tional WMU will have a
dinner at 6 p.m. and
meeting at 7 p.m. at
Jonathan Creek Baptist
Assembly.

Tuesday,Oct. 28
Skating of Murray.

German film, "Kaspar
Hauser or Every Man for
Himself, and God Against
All," will be shown free at
2:30 and 7 p.m. in theatre
on third floor, University
Center, Murray State, as
part of International
Film Festival.

Alcoholics Anonymous
will meet at
p.m. in
western poltion of
Livestock and exposition
Center.

Haunted Forest and
Carnival, sponsored bJaycees and Calloway
Athletic Boosters, will be
Friendship Sunday from 6 to 10 p.m. at
School Class of Westside Murray-Calloway Jaycee
Baptist Church will meet Fairgrounds, Highway
at 7 p.m. in home of Carol 121 North, Coldwater
Turner.
Road.

Betty Sledd Group of
First Baptist Church
Women will meet at 7
North Calloway
p.m. with Mrs. Richard Elementary School FTC
Crouch.
will meet at 7 p.m. and
hear the three candidates
Blood River Associa- for school board.

Remember Medkare
will pay up.to 80% of
**5 your medical health
home cost if you are
65 years or older

Tuesday,Oct. 26
Recital by Dr. David
Littrell, cellist, will be at
8 p.m. at Farrell Recital
Hall, Fine Arts Center,
Murray State University.

NURSING SHOES
BY: MILLER & CLINIC

Murray Lions Club will
meet at 6:30 p.m. at the
Murray Woman's Clu
House.

JP/V

Returning Students
United will meet from
11:30 a.m. to 1 p.m. in
Room 100, Ordway Hall,
Murray State University.
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The wedding vows will
be exchanged on Saturda.-, Dec. 4, at 4 p.m. at
the Troy United
Methodist Church, Troy,
Term. A reception will
follow the ceremony.

Mothers Mo
Out
will be at 9 a. at First
United Meth
Church.
Workshop for zaar on
Thursday will
at 9:30
a.m. at First United
Methodist Chuc

Bethel Bap
Bible
Annual Friends of the
Study
will
be
at
.m.
at
Library will meet at 7
p.m. at Calloway Public home of Davi Cu
inghrun.
Library.

External Breast Prostheses By:
*Cherish *Essence •Spenco
Compression Hosiery By:
•Venosan 'Mould-Form *TED
Orthodics By Presciption
*Braces *Supports *Custom Molded Shoes 'Shoe Additions
& Corrections 'Children's Corrective Shoes *Trusses
*Artificial Limbs *Custom Molded Arch Supports
HONEYWELL CLEAN
AIR MACHINES

Monday,Oct. 2$
Southwest Calloway
Elementary School FTC
will host an open forum
for District I County
School Board Candidates
at 7 p.m. in cafeteria of
school.

Recovery, Inc., will
meet at 7:30 p.m. at
Health Center, North
Seventh and Olive
Streets.

24 Hour Wrecker Service
1301 Chestnut
753-3134

HOLLAND
MEDICAL

The Finest In Home
Health Supply &
Medical Equipment

Johnson City, Tenn. He
presently is employed by
the New York Mets
Organization as a Professional Baseball player.

Coming community events listed

TABERS BODY
SHOP

t1

Miss Corum is a 1978
graduate of Obion County
Central High School and
presently is employed at
Baptist Memorial
Hospital, Union City,
Tenn.
Mr. Graves is the
grandson of Mrs. Deelie
Rials and the late Escle
Rials and of the late Mr.
and Mrs. Joseph Eugene
Graves of Bardwell.
He is a 1976 graduate of
Murray High School and
attended East Tennessee
State University at

'KANGAROO"
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Sebagos

Activities for Senior
Citizens will be t 9:30
a.m. at Dexter: nter;
from 10 a.m. to 2 .m. at
Hazel and
glas
Centers; and
a.m. to 3 p.m.
Ellis
10
Center.
Reservations f adies
luncheon on W
at Murray Coun Club
should be made
oday
with Sue Cost
or
Charlotte Parker.

David Littrell,. llo,
guest artist, will
ell
Tau Phi Lambda at 8 p.m. in
Sorority Unit 827, Recital Hall, F Arts
Woodmen of the World, Center, Murray tate
will mee at 7 p.m. at University.
Woodmen Hall with
Wednesday,
Loretta Jobs and Judy
Hazel and D las
McCarty as hostesses.
Centers will be ope •m
10 a.m. to 2 p.m. f acMurray TOPS (take off tivities by senior ci us.
pounds sensibly) Club
will meet at 7 p.m. at
Haunted Forest nd
Health Center, North Carnival, sponsor by
Seventh and Olive Calloway Athl ic
Streets.
Boosters and M ayCalloway Jaycees, abe
Singles Class will meet from 6 to 10 p. at
at 7 p.m. at Seventh and Murray-Calloway Ja
Poplar Church of Christ Fairgrounds, Hig ay
building.
121 North, Coldw er
Road.
Eva Wall Mission
Group of Memorial BapLadies day even at
tist Church Women will Murray Country Club I
meet at 2 p.m. at church. include bridge at 30
a.m. ,
P-ith Alice
Memorial Baptist as hostess ind lunc
Church will have a Hallo- at noon with Sue
ween skating party from and Charlotte Parker 1°
3
6 to 8 p.m. at Roller co-chairmea
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HEALTH

canine education
Q. I bred my yellow lab
(ARC registered) to a
male yellow lab also AC
regered and we got
some yellow and some
black lind some mixed
color pups. After I bred
her, I went ahead and let
her rum because I was
told that once a deg is
bred that is it, she can't
be bred by another male.
What happened?
A. You were misinformed. A female dog
maybe bred by several
males and prodbce puppies sired by each. The
female continues to produce fertile eggs for
several days during
which time she will allow
males to mate with her.
The male produces
thousands of Sperm, but
only those sperm which
find an egg ready to fertilize will cause a puppy.
So, if the male mates her
and there are four eggs
ready, he will fertilize
those, then the next day
there may be two more
ready so another male
may fertilize them. This
can go on for several days
resulting in a very mixed
bag of a litter. In order to
insure that you are certain of the puppy's parentage, you must confine
the female as soon as she
shows signs of being in
heat and keep her up at
least fourteen days after
she has been bred. Attempting to register a
multi-sired litter may

result in the ARC taldng
disciplinary actions
against the breeder.
Q. All the books I gut
from the library at dog
training tray wait until the
dog is six months old to
train. I did and be rims
*way when I call him so I
go get him,like the boots
says, and jerk him back
to where be was and dart
all over. But, he seems to
be getting worse instead
of better. Why?
A. Most of the books
that were written on dog
obedience in the past
were based on the
original imported service
dog concept of obedience
training. Conrad Most
was one of the t3rst obedience trainers in
America and he was only
Interested in those dogs
suitable for police and army work. His books, as
well as many of the early
books, spoke of "pugpy
education" starting at
weeks, but they did not
stress this in their
classes, so the early
students who later
became the instructors
(you have to learn
somewhere) only had
what they had seen to go
on. There was an interest
on the part of people who
did not have service dogs
to train their different
breeds, but they had only
these people for examples, so some of them
invented their own way.
This was a trial and error

THE ACES®

asproach, but ft worked
as messy diegn After a
number of yews of they
type of training. research
on how dogs learn
became available and in
the lad five years the
obedience instruction has
undergone a drastic
revddloa. Now we cam
train eight week old pups
In claw and they will
pew up to mannerly obedient adults with a
minimum of stress for
both dog and handler.
Why is your dog getting
worse - would you come
to someone who called
you, then roughed, you
up. No. Neither will the
dog. By now be has
learned that he does not
have to come and that

BOBBY WOLFF

NORTH
10-25-A
"Some folks can look so
4AK7 5
busy doing nothing that they
W 6 52
seem indispensable." — Kin
•8 3 2
Hubbard.
,J 107
Today's declarer busied
WEST
EAST
himself with finessing in his 4963
•Q J 108
trump suit. This effort W A Q 3
•4
amounted to doing nothing •Q J 109
•7 6 5 4
because by the time he fin-•Q 5 2
•K 6 4 3
ished with his trump suit,
SOUTH
dummy was short the entry
•4 2
WKI100117
needed for a repeated club
•A K
finesse.
fr 4A 9 8
South won his diamond
ace and led a spade to
dummy's ace to try the Vulnerable: Both Dealer.
South. The bidding:
trump finesse. West won
declarer's jack with his South West North East
Pass
2411
Pass
queen and continued with 1,
Pass
Pass
Pass
another diamond to declar- 4W
er's king. West's trump ace
Opening lead Diamond
was knocked out and a third queen
diamond forced declarer to
ruff. The last trump was
drawn and now declarer finesse would lose to West's
needed a lucky break in queen as before, but the second finesse would win
clubs.
A second spade was led to declarer's 10th trick.
Watch those entries. Betdummy's king and the club
to save them for the
ter
jack went to West's queen.
West exited with another most important things
diamond and the game was
Bid with The Aces
gone. Declarer's club ace
failed to drop the king and South holds: 10-25-B
declater fell one short.
Where did declarer go
973
K 82
wrong? Instead of finessing
* 10 7 6 4 2
in trumps (50-50), he should
•Q 5
have used dummy's spade
entries to take two club
finesses (75 percent). After West East
winning the first diamond,
14
3*
declarer should play his 2,
3 NT
king of trumps to try to 34
catch a singleton queen. ANSWER:Club queen. Hand
West would win the ace and should break well for
lead a diamond and declarer declarer. Hope to hit
would draw trumps as soon partner's suit.
as possible. Dummy's two
--high spades would now Send bridge quesUons le The Area,
P0.
Box
123413.
Dallas, Texas 75225.
serve as entries to finesse
with self-addressed, stamped envelope
twice in clubs. The first for
reply

Aiding h•art victims
lasweosoe L

yea are net nito to be =AR UK IAMB —
aramd. $o, yea will have Masa died a yew age
to pretend be is a peppy. trees a beset'Met Ile was
Get a new word for cease. aft 42 yews old and I
t he was a pod
Use feed as a rewiwd.
Re hod a physical
Call the deg with the sew only two iniathe Wore
at
work while he is as•six the compsay where he
toot lead. Godly bring worksd.Se WW1is a Nun
him to you sad give hies, bar yard and hod to do. he
the food and lees ef of mammal Isher as well as
praise. It will take him
awhile to forgive you
year pad adulates asid
eves isugar to overcame
the fact dist he has learned to roe away from you.
Dr. David Littrell,
But psalce will work, cellist, will be pronsitod
especially if served with In recital Tuesday, at I
lots of food and praise. p.m. in Farrell Recital
For further information Hall at Murray State
send SASE to: Mary University's Price Doyle
Adelman Rd 2 Box $tB, Fine Arts Center. He will
Hazel, Ky. OM PRO- be accompanied by Ms
FESSIONAL TRAIN- wife, Mary Ann, at the
ING: or call 503-436-2116& piano, and by Marie
Taylor, Murray State
faculty member, at the
harpsichord.
Uttrell, an experienced
recitalist and chamber
clans. Specific survey in- musician, has been on the
struments were specially faculty of the University
designed for each of the of Evansville since Fall
distinct groups. The 1179. Principal cellist cd
average rate of return for the Owensboro Symthe nearly 3,000 people phony Orchestra and the
sampled was approx- Evansville Philharmonic, he also performs
imately 37 percent.
with the Evansville
"Growth and efficient Chamber
Players and
utilization of resources at Evansville
Chamber Ora hospital are greatly chestra
in addition to his
dependent upon the im- duties
as a teacher of
age it projects ,to pacello, double bass, viola
tients, physicians, da
gamba, chamber
employees, industry,
music, graduate courses,
other health care instituand conductor of the
tions, educational instituUniversity of Evansville
tions, and the general
public," said Dr.
Schoenfeldt. "It is important for the hospital to
know how it can improve
the services it provides,
what new services it
needs to provide, and
where it is doing a good
job in providing its present services."

=

Tuesday recital set

ltesearch effort profiled
A joint cooperative
research effort between
Lourdes Hospital and
Murray State University's College of Business
and Public Affairs, was
recently featured in
"Profiles in Hospital
Marketing," a quarterly
journal distributed nationally to professionals
in hospital marketing and
administration. The journal reports the latest
trends in the field and
provides detailed summaries of new strategies
in marketing, development, and communications.
What the journal offers
as a model for other institutions is an extensive
image study developed
by MSU faculty members
Roger Schoenfeldt,
associate professor of
marketing, with Ann
Hale, Lourdes' Director
of Planning and Development. "A hospital, like
many other industries,
operates more efficiently
and effectively at some
optimum level and
utilization of capacity,"
said Dr. Seale. "Consequently, if a hospital is
going to attain a satisfactory level of capacity and
maintain a satisfactory
percentage of utilization,
then it needs to know
something about the people it serves and the people who serve it."
The study was directed
at eight separate primary
groups consisting of
employees, staff physicians, past patients, nursing students, area
residents, nursing homes,
industry, and area physi-

The exhaustive study
provided Lourdes with
definitive data for use in
developing long-range
plans, modifying existieg
goals, .determining saw
services. and devising
new recruitment
strategy. "We weren't
really surprised with the
results, but an accurate
measurement of public
perception is very
beneficial in setting the
hospital's planning
priorities to meet community needs," said Mrs.
Hale. "We were also
delighted to have the
study published in
"Profiles". It is a reliable
resource for marketing
concepts, and I'm flattered that others will
benefit from our work."

U

CALLO WAY COUNTY SCHOOL
BOARD MEMBER
District No. 1 (Hazel)
General ElEtion,
Tees., Nov. 2, 1912
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NOTICE

Open
The City Clerk's Office Will Be
Saturday, October 30, 1982, 8:30
Collection
A.M. Until 12:30 P.M. For
10%
of 1982 City Property Taxes. AUnpaid
Penalty Will Be Applied To All
Property Taxes After 10/31 /82.
Jo Crass, City Clerk
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WARM AIR CONDMONERS
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Hal E. Winchester
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W.F. CHUMLEY, M.D.,
PAUL BOOM, JR., M.D.,
And
KENNETH PEAT, M.D.
Wish To Announce That
NASSIR SAGHAR, M.D.
Has Joined Them For The Practice Of
Radiation Oncology
At
Western Baptist Hospital
Paducah, Ky.
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Ford, Trice rally Racers to come-from-behind win

By CHRIS EVANS
Sports Writer
No Violet Cactus, you
are not training for the
Run for the Roses.
However, the Murray
State mascot probably
had the idea of a derby
bid after receiving her
most extensive workout
of the season Saturday
evening, three trips
around the track at Roy
, Stewart Stadium, as the
Racers scored a trio of
touchdowns to slash a
, five game losing skid.
It was the first time
since the season opener,
; when the Racers scored
two touchdowns while
I defeating Southeast
: Missouri 16-6 at home,
,that the MSU offense produced more than one
touchdown in a single
game.
"It feels so good I can
hardly stand it," said
MSU coach Frank
Beamer, about the 21-17
come-from-behind victory over Southwest

receiving. "I was open
just about all day."
"Winston played a
great game," responded
Reamer."He deserves it.
He's worked so hard. For
him to play like that is
good for us and I feel good
for him."
"We've been struggling
for five weeks. The
Missouri State. "This is Ford, who started and defense was
depending on
one of the greatest feel- completed the game for the offense
and the ofings I have ever ex- the first time this season, fense
was depending on
perienced."
to get his offense rolling.
the defense. We just
"I think they did a heck
"I said to myself early came together out there
of a job. You've got to in the game, 'Why can't
today (Saturday)," said
give credit to the kids for we get going?' rhen I sophom
ore linebacker
coming back like that," figured out I was the Alfonso
Mather, who
added Reamer after pass- reason," proclaimed finished
the evening with
ing out the traditional vic- Ford. "So I had to make
six tackles — four solos
tory cigars with fair war- myself get the ball movand two assists.
ning to his players "do ing."
"It's like coach
not inhale."
And get the ball moving Reamer said, if we keep
Southwest devastated he did, connecting with playing
hard things
the Racers early in the split end Stan Trice on a
would go our way and
contest jumping ahead pair of touchdown tosses that's
just what it did."
17-0 soon after the second and keeping for a 15-yard
Reamer said the win,
period was underway but scamper across the goal
after five straight losses,
the Bears were stifled line.
was like a Super Bowl
from then on by the Mur"Mr. Ford had a great victory.
ray defense, allowing game," said Trice, seRealistically it could be
quarterback Winston cond in the OVC in pass the
mental advantage the

"Like coach Boomer said,
if we keep playing hard
things would go our way
and that's just what it did."
Alfonso Mother

Racers are looking for to
carry to Hanger Field
Thursday when MSU will
clash with Eastern Kentucky in Richmond on national television.
EKU strengthened it's
hold on the OVC top spot
Saturday with a 35-21 win
over Western Kentucky
as the Colonels remain
undefeated and are ranked No. 1 in the nation in
Division 1-AA.
"I feel like I might get
some sleep for once,"
said a content Beamer.
But with'only three practice days to prepare for
conference rival, EKU,
shut-eye may once again
be an ignored subject for
the Racer skipper.
Ford said he believes
Eastern will be overlooking MSU. "All my family
will be watching. I'm going to try and do my best
we're going to go up there
and give it our best shot."
"It's a big one alright,"
said Trice, who finished
Saturday with four pass
receptions for 65 yards
and a pair of touchdowns.
"But we're going to get
off on'em."
The win boosts Murray's overall record to 2-5
although they remain
winless,0-3,in the OVC.
The MSU-EKU game
will be broadcast by
TD FOR TRICE — Murray State receiver Stan Trice (81)strikes a triumph
WTBS-TV, Atlanta, at 7
ant
p.m. Thursday. It can be pose after catching one of his two touchdown passes in Saturday's victory over
seen on cable channel 4 in Southwest Missouri. 'nice was ranked second among Ohio Valley Conference
receivers entering Saturday's contest.
Murray.
Staff photo by Chris Evans
SW Missouri-ilurray Slats
SW Missouri
107 041-17
Murray
7 7 7-21
SVVNI—Truelove 20 peas (rem Arterburs(Finley kick
SWM—FG Finley n
SWM—Ward 1 run( Finley kick
MUR—Trice 5 pass horn Ford Lancaster kirk
WUR—Ford 16 run (Lancaster kick I
MUR—Trice 15 pass(men Ford ( Lanouter kick
A-4.500

: FORD TOUGH — Murray State quarterback Winston Ford (1$)ftred two tote.lidJirri passes and !tithed
for
;another as the Racers rallied to beat Southwest Missouri, 21-17. Ford,a senior, is a Memphis high school product.
Staff photo by Chris Evans
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Phone
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DAILY FLIGHTS BETWEEN MURRAY AND
NASHVILLE

Flight
101
103
105
Flight
102
104
106

1203 Chestnut
Murray, Ky.

MTSU, 6-2 overall, of its
second straight winning
season after nine losing
years. The Blue Raiders
are 3-2 in the OVC.
Mô,reheaIA; Tenn.
Tea 14
Quarterback Mike
Hanlin threw three
touchdown passes and
ran for another score to
lead Morehead State over
Tennessee Tech.
Hardin completed 21 of
41 passes for 299 yards
and accounted for two
scores during a first half
that saw Morehead, 4-3
overall and 2-3 in the
OVC,roll to a 24-7 lead.
Tech, 3-4 and 1-2, stunned the Eagles with only 52
seconds gone in the game
with a 62-yard scoring
pass from Mark Powers
to Kendall Taylor.
E. Kentucky 35, W.
Kentucky 21
Terence Thompson tied
a school record with four
touchdown runs as
unbeaten Eastern Kentucky outscored arch
rival Western Kentucky.
Thompson rushed for
143 yards in 24 carries
and scored on runs of 7,
13, 29 and 25 yards as
Eastern, the top-ranked
team in Division I-AA,
won its sixth straight
game. Western, which
had a four-game winning
streak snapped,is 4-3.
Marshall 12,Akron 10
Freshman quarterback
Carl Fodor's 2-yard
touchdown run with five
minutes remaining in the
fourth quarter lifted Marshall to its victory over
Akron.

St04irclArtineJ

Nike, Adidas, Wilson,
Court Casuals
St Winning Ways

SPORTING GOODS

Missouri 21-17 and Akron
lost a 12-10 decision to
Southern Conference
member Marshall.
"We just clobbered
ourselves' with firtnbles,"
said Donnelly, who gained his first victory over
the school that gave him
his first head coaching
assignment. "This game
should have been a
blowout. Every back we
put into the game fumbled.
We should have
beaten them by 60
points," said Blue Raider
quarterback Mike Hamby, who threw two
touchdown passes during
Middle Tennessee's 21point second quarter.
"If we had a better football team, then Middle
Tennessee might have
wound up beating
themselves," said Austin
Peay Coach Emory Hale,
whose Governors are now
2-5 overall and 1-3 in the
OVC. "Neither team
played very well, but we
just don't have the people
to match up with them
physically."
The victory assured

Godfather's
Pizza

Excellent selection
All colors & styles
sizes Small through Extra Large
select from

Price Good Through Oct.30

1

By SKIP LATE
Associated Press Writer
On a day when most
things were going wrong,
MUR
14
Middle Tennessee State
43-233
93 found enough strength in
0 Its defensive unit to sur747-1
vive a sloppy Ohio Valley
4-37
3-2 Conference matchup with
4-4B
Austin Peay.
21:33
Seven lost fumbles and
a homecoming float
which caught fire and
delayed the start of the
second half for a half
hour made Saturday
anything but pleasant for
Blue Raider Coach Boots
Donnelly.
But in between the bobbles and the smoke, Donnelly's charges were able
to snap a six-game
homecoming losing
streak by downing the
-Governors 24-7.
In the only other matchup between OVC
members, Morehead
State topped Tennessee
Tech 38-14.
OVC members won two
of three non-conference
games as Eastern Kentucky stopped Western
Kentucky 35-21, Murray
State edged Southwest

% OFF

on all children's
over 30 styles

Fumbles and fire plague
MTSU victory over Goys

20%

OFF

20% OFF
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From Murray to Nashville
Depart
Arrive
6:40 a.m.
7:25a.m.
12:45p.m.
1:30p.m.
5:00p.m.
5:45p.m.
From Nashville to Murray
Depart
Arrive •
9:40 a.m.
10:25 a.m.
2:15p.m.
3:00p.m.
6:40p.m.
7:25 p.m.

SUNBIRD AIRLINES, INC.
489-2199

Frequency
Mon.-Fri.
Mon.-Sat
Sun.-Fri.
Frequency
Mon. -Fri.
Mon.-Sat.
Sun -Fri
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Calloway County runners repeat
as regional cross country champs
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MSU Foundation okays golf course items
Recommendations for
bylaws, fee structure,
and rules and regulations
for the Frances E. Miller
Memorial Golf Course
have been tentatively approved by the board of
trustees of the Murray
State University Foundation.
Dr. Thomas B. Hogancamp, executive director
of the foundation, said
minor changes were
made in recommendations presented by the
Committee on Management and Organization of
the Miller Golf Course,
with the understanding
that they will be given
further consideration at a
board meeting in April,
1983.
Appointed were Hogancamp,chairman pro ternpore, Dr. Marshall Gordon, Sid Easley, Dr.
William Parsons and Dr.
William G. Read, all of
Murray. James A. Davis
of Point Clear, Ala., and
William H. Tompson of
Owensboro were named
to serve as consultants to

College Football

Local
Bowling

Frances E. Miller
Memorial
Golf Course

the temporary board.
Construction is on
schedule on the 18-hole
golf course, which is
located about six miles
east of the main campus.
Work oa the 6,690-yard
layout was begun in July,
1981, following the awarding of a 9720,300 construction contract to
Salyers Golf Course Construction, Inc., of
Dela wre, Ohio.
L. D. Miller of Murray,
a 1936 graduate of Mur-

MSU cross country

Tenn., and Dalton the foundation is
Woodall of Paducah.
$3,331,e01, with 21,816,757
W. Roy McDonald of in restricted funds and
Cadiz, retired superinten- $1,512,049 in unrestricted
dent of Trigg County funds. The figures represchools, did not seek sent an increase in 1981-82
reelection. McDonald, a of $2118,414 in restricted
trustee since 1965, was funds and $342,353 In
named a trustee unrestricted funds.
emeritus.
—Six major restricted

Replacing him a a gifts of $10,000 or more
trustee for a three—year have been received by the
term is J. William foundation in the last six
Carneal of Owensboro, a months for a total value
former member of the of $148,737.
board of regents.
—Scholarship awards
In other business, the made through the foundatrustees heard a report tion for 1982-83 increased
ray State, donated a 173- from Hogancamp that: — to 1M,compared to 125 in
acre tract of land to the The total fund balance of 1981-82 and 91 in 198041.
foundation for the golf
course in 1979. It bears
the name of his late wife.
Five members of the
PENSACOLA, Fla. pressure. With the wind
boar0 of-tpotees of the (AP) — Calvin Peet* and tough pin
foundation were stalked a pair of rookie placements, I felt it
reelected to three-year leaders for three rounds could beat the course, I
terms and one trustee of the Pensacola Open. would have a chance to
declined to seek reelec- But in the end, his quest win," Peete said Sunday,
tion. Reelected were for the $36,000 first prize
Thompson, Dr. Adron became a battle between after firing a 6-under-par
Doran of Lexington, Anne himself and the Perdido 6$ en route to a sevenstroke victory in the
Hoke of Murray, Edwin Bay Country Club course
0. Noris of Kingsport, "I didn't really feel any 8200,000 event
"It's a confidence
builder that you can go
out on the last day and
shoot a good score like
that." said Peete, who
captured his fourth PGA
title of the season.
dividual crown when
The women were given
John Ritchart crossed the a head
start in the race
line ahead of the pack in which served
as a war18:34.
mup meet before both
Gary Ribbons placed teams travel
to Richsecond overall for the mond, Saturday,
for the
Racers followed by two Ohio Valley
Conference
Lady Racers — Diane championship
meet.
Stewart (3rd) and Deanna Dennison (4th). Will
Both MSU squads will
Jordan and Rob Hyten be trying to defend their
were the next two run- OVC crowns won last
ners to finish.
year at MCC.

Peete wins at Pensacola
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team effort to outscore
the women.

Also running in the
meet was an additional
make-up squad of cross
country runners including MSU coach Jay
Flanagan who finished in
The Racers gave up 15th place
overall.
first, third and fourth
The make-up team,
places in the fun meet at
Murray Country Club, yet dubbed John's Athletic
relied on a concentrated Club, captured the in-
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WASHINGTON
(AP) — Leaders of the

the 16 player representatives after a five-

striking National Football League players

anion and their

hour meeting which
mild with the players
calling upon the club

bargaining priorities
received a unanimous
vote of support from

owners' representatives to resume
negotiations
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Racers victorious in 'battle ofsexes'
In Murray State's version of the cross country
"battle of the sexes"
Saturday, the Racer harriers displayed their
dominance by outrunning
the Lady Racers, 25-33.
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TOKYO (AP) —
Jimmy Arias of the
United States,
defeated France's
Dominique Bede! 6-2,
24, 6-4 in the men's
singles final of the
$175,080 Japan Open

Australia (API— Ivan
Lend lot
Czechoslovakia overpowered Vitas
Gersilaitis 6-2, 6-1, 7-8
in the final of the
8406,080 Mazda Superchallenge Tennis Tournament at the Festival
Hall

Tennis Tournament
MELBOURNE,

Larry Krouse Insurance
751-1111111;

524 Mein

Buy.now Case farm tractor.-choose

MSU basketball

Greene pleased with MSU scrimmage
Racer basketball coach Stewart, Lemont Sleets, freshman guard from
Ron Greene was pleased Sammy Curran and Walt Evansville, led the Gold
with his team's first in- Davis, represented the squad with 26 points.
tersquad scrimmage Sun- prospective starters for
Greene praised the enday night in Racer Arena. the 198243 season.
tire squad's intensity
Glen Green and Ricky
Green, alternating bet- level and the balanced
Hood each scored 27 ween forward and guard, scoring by the Blues.
points to pace the Blue was the night's standout
Along with Green and
squad to a 122-92 victory as he also pulled down 13 Hood, Sleets had 23
over the Gold team.
rebounds and produced points, Stewart 19, CurThe Blues, consisting of seven assists.
ran had 16 and Davis
Green, Hood, Brian
Derek Lindauer, a picked up 10 as a reserve.

James Preston, a
junior college transfer,
added 20 points to the
Gold total and another
juco, Lawrence Ingram,

AJRIL

financing for up to 48 months
oplion of choosing 1.5% AP 13 Mona% ma any re our nen Case 90sena Sam Imam purchased
taesen Sspisenbs. 1 isnd OCIOlsor 31 . I9
Purchese must be framed hough .lt Case Great Ccsucirsico

hauled in 12 rebounds and
had 10 points.

AP A* bit evig
0111
OR

The Blue squad hit 67
percent from the field
while the Golds were
good on 50 percent of
their shots.
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McKEEL EQUIPMENT CO.
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Salazar, Waitz defend titles
in Sunday's NYC Marathon
NEW YORK (AP) —
Alberto Salazar and
Weitz got what
Wanted in the New
Marathon —
red Lebow,
tbon'a director,
be wanted — a

women's division for the
fourth time in five years,
In 2:77:14 — her first
marathon finish since
capturing the New York
City event for the third
year in a row in 1960.
Neither winner was
close to breaking the
tense finish, decid- world-bests — Salazar's
late surge by 2:06:13 for men and New
, the 24-year-old Zealander Allison Roe's
distance star from 2:25:29 for women, both
Eugene, Ore., edged grit- in this race last year.
ty Ftodolfo Gomez of MexBoth, however, were
ico Sunday in 2 hours, 9 very content to win.
minutes, 29 seconds for Salazar had suffered tenhis third consecutive dinitis in his left foot
triumph in the New York three weeks ago while
'ty Marathon.
training and had refrainWaltz, 29, from Oslo, ed from making a predicorway, won the tion on his time, as he had

done in each of his two
previous New York
MSS.

Waltz had the same
Idea after dropping out of
last year's race near the
15-mile mark with shin
splints and dropping out
of the Boston Marathon in
April with leg pains after
leading past the 20-mile
mark.
Lebow was more concerned with a close finish
than with the men's and
women's winners running
faster than Salazar and
Roe did in 1981.
The confident Salazar
got all he could handle
from the dogged Gomez,
who had been unbeaten in
three marathons this
year and had finished second in this race in 1980.
Both runners admitted
they were in pain during
the race, but both gutted
it out to produce the first
close finish in the race's
13-year history. Only four
seconds separated them
at the end — Gomez
finishing in 2:09:33, his
personal best.
Without "a rabbit" to
set a fast early pace,
Salazar took control of
the tempo. But his pace
was not, nearly as fast as
the record race he had
run a year ago.

Nan for

profit
financing
PART OF OUR PHILOSOPHY AS A LINDER.
e big part of ear philosophy as e leader.
We're
Coedit Association - mock/fists is
itterlit. Ow Pion for profit financials is
theme for several different SnowbrlICA. A PCA financing pion is
Wee but interests of ow,custon•on - hoe'to oak.money!
loan officers know ond slider/toed the
weeds of today's ogricieftwe. They
with yea to help woke pow gook•reality.
. . offering Ste Hawking pions pow need to
make•Profit

It was Salazar's second
straight close marathon
victory. Six months ago
at Boston, he beat Dick
Beardsley by two
seconds.
Beardsley, expected to
be Salazar's closest competitor Sunday in a
"grudge" race, never
was a factor. He suffered
a cramp near the ninemile mark and wound up
a disappointed 30th in
2:18:12.
Little-known Dan
Schlesinger of Raleigh,
N.C. finished third in
2:11:54.

We're Agriathert's
Leming Looks Nand

Let's

Jackson Purchase PCA
641 North
753-5602

Southern States
Frozen Fruit 81 Vegetable

PEP TALKS — Both Murray and Calloway County middle
schools wrap up their seasons Tuesday night, both facing
road
trips. (Left) Murray assistant coach and former Murray State
running back Danny Lae Johnson fires up the Tigers for their

Fourth Grand National event postponeck,

Rockingham weather delays American 500
ROCKINGHAM, N.C.
(AP) — It'll be another
week of tense waiting for
Darrell Waltrip and Bobby Allison.
Another case of the
now-infamous "Rockingham weather" forced
postponement of Sunday's Warner Hodgdon
American 500 Grand National stock car race until
next Sunday.
A cold rain began falling steadily about 30
minutes before the
scheduled start of the 500mile event at North
Carolina Motor Speedway. Officials waited
about 90 minutes before
announcing the fourth
postponement in the last

six Grand National
events here.
Last spring's Carolina
500 was rained out two
consecutive weekends.
"I've been here six
times now and raced
twice," said Bill Elliott.
"This is absolutely the
most depressing thing
that a driver can go
through."
Waltrip, who leads
Allison by just 37 points in
the battle for the Winston
Cup season champtonship, also was disappointed by the postponement.
"We go through this so
often here and it's hard
on everybody — the
drivers, the crews, the

CASE LOT SALE
Satisfaction Guaranteed

"SERVING THE
ENTIRE PURCHASE
AREA"

Buy in bulk and you can enjoy "Farm Fresh- fruits and vegetables at inflation-fighting prices All
products are top quality, fresh picked and quick frozen for natural taste

November 4, 1982

We Must Have Your Order By
(ft.

Product Duseriptiss

._

5 80
520
620
22 05
20 90
26 70
6.50
17.90

'

,

BUYERS OF
CORN-WHEAT &
SOYBEANS
4
,
753-3404

By The Associated Press
"I don't know how to
explain this, maybe we're
just like the racehorse
that takes a while to get
warmed up," said AilAmerican tailback
Herschel Walker, referring to Georgia's 27-14 victory over Kentucky on
Saturday night, the
Bulldogs' sixth comefrom-behind win in seven
games.
"We're going to have to
struggle every game,"

Buchanan
Feed And Seed
Bag it Bulk Feeds

4PPrGrain
Merchandising

753-5378

RAILROAD AVE. MURRAY, KY.

Industrial Rd.

TOTAL AMOUNT

Different families have different
appliances. They set their
thermostats at different
,temperatures. And some families
are larger than others and use
their electric appliances more
often.

Add Sales tax in Va
ORDERS MUST fiE PICKED UP ON

753- 1 423

Murray, Ky.

_

You may be surprised to find out
that your living habits have a lot to
do with the amount of electricity
you use After all, no two families
use electricity the same way

1912

If you're interested in using less
electricity, learn how living habits

can save energy Then teach your
family to put new habits into
practice
Come by our office or call for free
information on saving electricityin

your home

two races left. It (the
postponement) is
frustrating for
everyone."
The 36-car lineup will
remain .ttie same, with
record-setting pole sitter
Cale Yarborough at the
front for the 12:05 EST
start.
Track officials have
scheduled a practice session from 1 p.m. to 3 p.m.
on Saturday.

Coaches respond
to Saturday games

PURINA
CHOWS

said Coach Vince Dooley
of Georgia."I'm just happy we're 7-0."
"I don't think we were
flat the first quarter and
a half, but I'm not so sure
how ready we were to
play," said Georgia
linebacker Tommy Thurson. "I'm tired of that,
tired of playing only half
a game. One of these days
we're not going to be able
to get it together in
time."
"I thought our defense
hung in there pretty good,
but they've got a few
more horses than we do,"
said Coach Jerry
Claiborne of Kentucky.
"It wasn't pretty, but
we won," said Coach
Jerry Stovall of Louisiana State following a 146 victory over South
Carolina. "Our offense
didn't move the ball at
all."
"They made it difficult
for us, but I don't think
we're a very well adjusted football team right
now," said Coach Bear
Bryant after Alabama
struggled to a 21-3 victory
over Cincinnati.
"We did a lot of things
wrong today," said Tide
quarterback Walter
Lewis. "I'm sure it would
have been hard to win today against a good opponent."
"This should help our
program, but a win would
have helped more," said
Cincinnati Coach Mike
Gottfried. "It's no consolation to play close."

SOUTHERN
BELLE
Perfect choice
for double-crop
Extreme early
maturity phi§ top
yield potential
SHOEMAKER SEED CO.
4* and Chestnut
Mierrey, Ky. 42071
753-7666

AFTER

INDUSTRIAL RD.

won the American 500 has
gone on to win the championship three of the past
four years. I want to continue that pattern,"
Allison explained.
"It's a race and a track
that can make or break
you because it's so easy
to get in trouble in Rockingham. Me or Darrell,
either one, could leave
here in great shape with a
big point lead with only

'

18 90
21 35
19.80
520
11.60 _
730
23.40
33.05
735
20 80
30.80
18.65
21.25
14 00
12 70
22.30
1680
20 30
23.75
25.80
17 20
19.55
18.03
14 70
20 40
22 75
14 55
1350
19.25
16.90
2070
1540
15 15
14.00 ,
1N90
15 40
1725
1530
14 45
13 10
13 25

December 3,

PHOtic

fans, everybody,"
Waltrip said. "We're all
here ready to run and
now we've got to wait it
out."
This is a particularly
frustrating delay for both
Waltrip and Allison, but
for different reasons.
Waltrip, the defending
Winston Cup champion, is
on another late-season
roll. The man who won
seven races and finished
no worse then third in 13
of the final 14 races a
year ago has won three in
a row and four of the last
seven this season.
"Things are going so
good for. us, we hate to
wait. We are ready every
week."
Meanwhile, Allison has
dropped out of three
straight races with blown
engines and lost a 148point lead over Waltrip in
the process. The veteran
of 17 Grand National
seasons — still looking for
his first championship —
figures Rockingham's
1.017-mile-banked oval is
the right place to turn his
slide around.
'The driver who has

460

10F Moons Individually Quick Frozen
PLACE YOUR ORDER TODAY NONE SOtO Ve7mOUT ADVANCE ORDER

Taal 01st

Sots Pries

Sliced Apples BE
Blackber, tes, 511'•
Black Raspberries, 50"
Cultivated Blueberries 2011**
Wild Blueberries 150"
Dark Sweet Cherries 3011*
Dark Sweet Cherries 50" OF
. ..,.,. ,
Ta0 Cherries 300'
Red Tart Cherries er• 10F
-..
Mixed Fruit 200" 10F
NW Fruit Medley 12/10"
Sliced Peaches 300•
Sliced Peaches 50" OF
Pineapple Chunks 21511** IOF
Red Raspberries 5E'
Large Whole Strawberries 21:110— 10F
Calif SI Strawberries 330
Calif SI Strawberries 8'60
Apple Juice 24/12 oz."
Cranberry Juice 24/12 oz.*
Grapefruit Juice 24/12 oz."
Grape Juice 24/12 oz
'
Lemonade 24/12 oz •
Orange Juice 24/6 oz"
Orange Juice 24/12 oz"
Asparagus Cuts .6 Tr 100 IOF
ut Green Beans 12/2vgl
aby 1,sma Beans 12/21
/
20
Fordhook Lima Beans 12/240
_ Broccoli Cuts 12/20
Broccoli Spears 12/20
Brussel Sprouts 12/20
-.
Sliced Carrots 12/2*
Cauliflower 12/20
Whole Kemal Corn 12/2V70
Breaded Mushrooms 2/50
Fancy SL Mushroorns 2/50
Garden Peas 12/240
Whole Leaf Spinach 12/30
Mixed Vegetables 12/2‘40
Lenders Bagels 24/6
Sarah Lee Pound Cake 12/12 oz.
French Fries. 12t24
Shoestring French Fries 12120 oz
Potato Puffs, 12/20
Thomas' English Muffins, 12/12
Breaded Onion Rings, 8/20 ,
Pizza Slices. Cheese 60/3 oz.
French Bread Pizza, 24/5 oz
Regular Waffles 12/$0 oz.
*Svor B4ded

trip to rival Mayfield (Tuesday, 6:30 p.m.). (Right) Calloway
bead coach Bill Miller prepares his squad for a haul to Crittenden County (Tuesday,6:30 p.m.). Murray is undefeated,6-0,
entering its last game while Calloway has lost only once.

AGRIPR6

Murray

America's No I Bev Seller
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Further action is sought to resolve HAS diet and cancer survey

NPPC's recent request
for further action to
resolve the controversy
surrounding the National
Academy of Science
(NAS) study on diet and
cancer has resulted in
Senator Charles Grassley
( Republican-Iowa) and

several colleagues in- tower group, but an agenitiating a General Ac- cy of considerable
counting Office (GAO)in- prestige and influence,
deficiences in the instituquiry of the Academy.
tional operation at the
Grassley asked GAO to Academy become, in efundertake the review fect, deficiences in the
because "the Academy is public policy process.
"It is apparent to us
not an obscure, ivory
that on this questin of the
relationship of diet to
cancer, even the efforts
of the National Academy
of Science have left the
Issues clouded and
murky, not only without
resolution, but also lack"It's medicated and ing in any substantive
highly palatable so calves clarification."
aren't hesitant to go to
This Congressional acthe feed bunk."
tion was prompted by a
He recommended that letter from John
good clean grass hay be Saunders, President of
fed the first day only; the National Pork Prothen Precondition- ducers Council. Saunders
ing/Receiving Chow asked for Congressional
should be fed free-choice assistance after it apfor the recommended 21 peared that the Academy
day period.
itself did not intend to
"With a recognized take any action to resolve
preconditioning pro- the controversy surroungram, you can get the ding the report.
maximum growth perIn his September 17 letformance you've bred in- ter to a group of into your calves; cut death terested Congressmen,
losses, avoid stress set- Saunders said, "I believe
backs and shorten their It is imperative that Contotal feeding period," he gress use the most apconcluded.
propriate and responsible

Calf weaning starts
with quick feedings
The key to an effective
weaning program for
calves is getting them
started on feed quickly,
claimed Don Buchanan of
Buchanana Feed and
Seed n Murray.
According to
Buchanan, Calloway
County calves should be
preconditioned to help
them overcome the stress
connected with weaning.
"Preconditioning has
proven itself as a means
of producing what cattle
feeders need, calves
ready to go on full feed,"
he continued. "In many
cases, they're willing to
pay a premium for them.
"In addition, data show
calves weaned at least 21
days before shipping and
given proper management, health care and
nutrition can weigh as
much as 50 pounds more
than thos, it* haven't
been preconditioned", he
added.
The key to preconditioning, Buchanan
claims, lies in proper
health care and nutrition.
"Calves must eat
enough to meet their
maintenance requirements," he
reported. "If
maintenance needs
areq,
salve§wiU
draw on their own,trody
reserves, causing a rundown condition and less
resistance to strees and
disease."
"A complete, pelleted
ration is more likely to
ensure consumption of
the proper balance of
essential nutrients", he
continued. "This is difficult or impossible when
feeding hay and grain
separately, especially
when you're working with
a large number of calves.
It's difficult to make sure
each calf consumes the
rights amounts of hay
and grain."
The feed specialist suggested cattlemen use a
ration designed
specifically for the needs
of recently weaned or
shipped cattle.
"We've had very good
success with Preconditioning/Receiving
Chow," he explained.

means at its disposal to
resolve this Minter. It is
important not only to
park producers but to all
cations of this country. I
can aware you that we
consider this a serious
issue on which we will
continue to work
vigorously until these
questions have been
satisfactorily addressed
and resolved."
Saunders said the
Academy has a substantial impact on public opinion and entities recent
Roper Poll which indicated 53 percent of the
people polled were aware
of the NAS report. Of that
53 percent, 2 percent said
they would make a major
change in their diet and
14 percent said they
would make a moderate
change as a result of the
NAS report.
The poll's results also
showed that when
presented a list of foods
and asked to indicate
which foods they would
eat less of; the largest
percentage indicated
they would eat less smoked sausage, bacon,
frankfurters, bologna and
ham. A reliable study

THIS TRACTOR
DOESN'T
CHEW TOBACCO

shows that implemeatkag
U e HAS guideline could
increase consumer food
expenditures by 13 percent or $50 billion.
Saunders also quoted
figures that showed the
pork industry count lose
$3.5 billion dollars if port
consumptions was reduced by one-fearth. The
figures also showed that
if the guidelines suggested by NAS were implemented, cheese sales
would drop by $1.5 billion
at the wholesale level
and egg sales by $2 billion
or 50 percent.
"I think these figures
indicate there is good

room for the perk Isand agriculture as
a whale to be cancerned.
We cannot sit idly by and
let our market be eroded
based on conflicting and
highly geestioaable
reports from the 11111111 is'Martian." said Saunders.
The controversy setrounding the report
stems from the fact that
an earlier review of
basically the same
literature resulted in this
recommendation from
the Food and Nutrition
Board of NAS: "'Me
Board believes that in the
absence of evidence of a
casual relationship. .

there is ne bane for
making recommendations to
modify the
Americas diet at this
time," mid the report entitled Toward Healthful
Diets.
La Ms letter requesting
a GAO review. Senator
Greene, indicated there
may also be questions
concerning the
Academy's cantract with
the Nilti01111 Cancer Institute -Moreover, it is
an extremely questionable practice to agrm
in contract to divalsplag
dietary recommendalions regardless of
whether the arts*Rm.

Corn hybrids must measure up to your expectations
under your management and soil conditions. Dv the
results of ofAcial tests near you do give a good indication
of the hybrid performance you con expect.
Compare the potfornionat of Calve 4ibeide to ahem
toitb
liong
motor beondel COW MINDS PSPOR611111o4b
am program The ha lineup of Coker
*id and meet potenliaL
Right ricew . during Cokers DOMING BONANZA DAYS
youl get eatty seiection of the hybrids you need.
at lost year's poked And,you'll clef a V0/4/01•10 101115 OFT
from your poradpating Cato!Coen Doaletti See him today.

4
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John Mobley
hlocoo, Ky. 42355
Pk.: 502-264-17211

COKER'S PEDIGREED
SEED COMPANY
• ,•

•f ,

•

Noma* SC Pk •03-33241S I
UAW*. TX PT% •Ob.2620432
P•tdand 111 Si •i 245,41•16

. •'

FUN FOR
EVERYONE

KUBOTA'

We're looking for work.

McKeel Equipment
753-3062

PCA NATIONAL
CHAMPIONSHIP
Murray Livestock & Exposition Center

October 26-30
•Champion coonhounds & pups on exhibit
• Drawing for hunts at 5 p.m. each day
• Radioed play-by-play from the woods
MEMBER OF THE
MONTH — Tracy Curd,
son of Joe Pat and Shirley
Hughes, Rt.3, Murray,
has been selected as FFA
Member of the Month for
September by the
Calloway County chapter
of Future Farmers of
America. Curd was
selected as a result of
winning the leadership
award at Kentucky FFA
leadership Training
Center, participating in
the state FFA Livestock
Judging Contest and winning first place in the
chapter tractor driving
contest. He is a junior at
CCHS and is serving as
, chapter treasurer.
\

1PY AVAILAEILJE

Saturday Line-Up:
Mike Boyd, Li. Ihmaphries (Seated) & David Vowel

J.B. Humphries
Tobacco Co.
Mayfield, Ky.

Is Now Receiving Burley For
The Nov. 18th Sale
We Are.Paying S2.50/Per Hundred
For Hauling

•

0

Foe your partating dealer CALL

=L

PTO powers tillers, sprayers,and
mowers.
For high clearance work,there
are specialized cultivators and a
fertilizer side-dresser. The Kubota
L245HC is your chance to rise above
it all, while staying on the right track

BURLEY

•

CORN HYBRIDS!

4
-•
1010

503 Walnut

0
4,
•
•

•
particularly Wight of the •
•
•
fact that the rood and •
••
Netritioa Beard has • •
reached the cancimilee •
tin ne recommendations
were warranted," he
said
According to NPPC the
primary focus of the GAO
review will be le IMA1111.10
how the Academy can de
a bettor job al cioarty diforantletiag between fact
and judgmest. of accarat* reflecting an.
pieta of view within the :
scientific nommen y •
and presenting this in- .formation la a Hear and
mesaiegful way to Con
grins and the public

•

Its scat is mounted to the side,
so you can follow the track. And the
Kubota L245HC(High Clearance)
diesel tractor stands 22" off the
ground. That makes it ideal for row
crops such as vegetables and
tobacco.
Standard features include a
25 hp 3-cylinder diesel engine, and 8
forward and 2 reverse speeds. Plus
dual independent hydraulic systems,
and a Category I, 3-point hitch. Rear

•
•
•
•

11:00 a.m. - National Championship Benchshow
1:00 p.m. - Pup & champion hound auction
4:00 p.m. - Breeder of the Year awards

FREE ADMISSION
Holiday Inn
Headquarters

ikk

oeigigikk Zivkive
of Murray

7p
j
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•
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I. Lod Nonce

1. Legal Notice
NOTICE TO
CREDITORS
The following
Estate Fiduciary
Appointments have

been nmidie W the
Clammy District
Court a claims
against these
Estates should be

You Won't Believe
The Bargains You,.
Can find In Our "
Classified
Section
The Murray
Ledger & Times

Uell Nonce

filed with the
fiduciary within six
months of date ci
qualification.
Carrie Estelle Cunningham, Rt. 1, box
50, Murray, KY
Deceased. Paul
Cunningham, Rt. 1,
Box 50, Murray,KY
Executor. Harold
T. Hurt, 105 N. 6th,
Murray, KY Attorney,

ray, KY Executrix.
Harold T. Hurt, 105
N. 6th, Murray, KY
Attorney.

Dan W. Miller, 1511
Dudley, Murray,
KY Deceased.
Patricia Miller,
1511 Dudley, Mur-

5'Fundamental
Answer to Saturday's Puzzle
8 Be active
7 Goal
wOLIC
MEM Malle
8 Profound
IN= WOG WOOD
9 Money of
agcy.
BOUM EMU EMU
12 Succor
yore
OCCOUU MOOCH
13 By oneself
10 Equality
EU COM
14 Hurried
11 Emmet
15 Gratify
16 High, in
CUM LOWIEUGUU
17 Leave
music
OCCUO COM
19 Lantern
18 Trousers
UOVOUCCU CUM
21 Philly's State 20 Stroke
00010
22 Quarrel
22 Transactions COMM EGUMUID
25 Munch
23 Substitute
MCC MU MOM
27 NBA team
24 Near
DOOM
BUD CUM
31 Skill
26 Gossips
MOO UM UMW
32 Amuse
28 Diphthong
34 Behold!
29 Name
35 Worthless
30 Scoff
41 Diphthong
51 Doctrine
leaving
32 Bitter vetch 44 Permit
52 Penpoint
36 Alamos or
33 Fish eggs
46 Greek letter 54 Abstract
Angeles
35 Expels
48 Surfeit
being
37 Tellurium
39 Cerium sym- 49 Remunera- 55 Negative
symbol
bol
tion
56 Attempt
38 Vernal
40 Insect
50 Inlet
59 Dry meas.
41 Beverage
4 5 8 7 8
9 10 11
1 2 3
42 Scythes:
Var.
14
43 Permit
44 Condescend17 U 18
ing look
19
2,
45 Scale note
47 Comfort
25 U26
27 28 29 30
49 Jail
33
53 Dormant
lall
57 Three-toed •
37
sloths
ill
40
41
58 Asian area
60 Conjunction
44
61 Sweet potato 42111
43 11111
62 Mistreat
45 48
47
48
63 Pigpen
55 iill
DOWN
1 Headgear
eit
61
80
1111
2 Lubricate
MI
63
3 Poem
111 • illUIUU
4 House, in
Madrid
ACROSS
1 BiN and —
4 Gave up
9 WW II

ii id

UUUU

RU
III
61 'UUTM

Bikini

UN

HEY, CHUCK,I SEE
WERE BOWLING ON THE
SAME LANES..AND LOOK
AT THESE HANDICAPS...

Dennis L Boyd, Rt.
4, Murray, KY
Deceased. R.L.
Cooper, 1614
Sunset, Murray,
K
YC o
Administrator.
Gary B. Cooper, 502
Whitnell, Murray,
K
YC o
Administrator. L.
Daniel Key, P.O.
Box 2733, Paducah,
KY Attorney.

LEGAL
NOTICE
A Periodical Settlement of accounts
has been filed in the
Calloway District
Court by Cabinet
For Human
Resources, Committee for Charles
V. Jones, Incompetent. Exceptions to
this settlement
must be filed in the
Calloway District
Court on or before
November 3, 1982,
the date of hearing.
Ann. P. Wilson
Circuit Court Clerk

Billy Joe Williams,
Rt. 5, Murray, KY
Deceased. Marianna Williams, Rt. 5,
Murray, KY Administratix. Max
W. Parker, Courthouse, Murray,KY
Attorney.
Ann P. Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk

1111URUUUU
WRUUURI
SUU

laUU •

A Periodical Settlement of accounts
has been filed in the
Calloway District
Court by Cabinet
For Human
Resources, Collimate for Riley
Falwell, Incompetent. Exceptions to
this settlement
must be filed in the
Calloway District
Court on or before
November 3, 1962,
the date of hearing.
Ann. P. Wilson
Circuit Court Clerk

M.H. Morton, Rt. 1,
Hazel, KY Deceased. Sue Hargis, Rt.
1, GilbertsvWe, KY
Co-Administratix.
Nancy R. Rhodes,
Rt. 4, Murray, KY
Co-Administratix.
Robert 0. Miller,
201 S. 5th, Murray,
KY Attorney.

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

1. Legal Nonce

1. Legal Nonce

1. Legal Notice

LEGAL
NOTICE
A Periodical Settlement of accounts
has been filed in the
Calloway District
Court by Cabinet
For Human
Resources, Committee for Osby
Page, Incompetent.
Exceptions to this
settlement must be
filed in the
Calloway District
Court on or before
November 3, 1982,
the date of hearing.
Ann. P. Wilson
Circuit Court Clerk

LEGAL
NOTICE
A Periodical Settlement of accounts
has been filed in the
Calloway District
Court by Alfred
Eldridge, Guardian
for Rhonda Lee,
Sheila Fay, and
Gregory Eldridge,
Minor Children. Exceptions to this settlement must be filed in the Calloway
District Court on or
before November 3,
1982, the date of
hearing.
Ann. P.Wilson
Circuit Court Clerk

WHAT'S THIS?! HERE'S
SOMEBODY WiTH A'ONE"
AVERAGE! NE GETS 179
PINS! WHO WOULD TAKE A
i-IANDiCAP LIKE THAT?!!

MY AVERAGE 15 120 50
I GET 7Z PIN5..YOUR
MISERABLE 85 AVERAGE
6E75 YOU 103 PINS...
YOU'LL NEED 'EM,CHUCK..

LLL.
10- 2.

/*/

PHOOEY--I \---KNOW A PLACE
THAT'LL PAY ME
FOR DOING TH1G

LEGAL
NOTICE
A Final Settlement
of accounts has
been filed in the
Calloway District
Court by Bruce
Futrell, Executor,
of the estate of Silas
Futrell, Deteased.
Exceptions to this
settlement must be
filed in the
Calloway District
Court on or before
November 3, 1982,
the date of hearing.
Ann. P. Wilson
Circuit Court Clerk
LEGAL
NOTICE
A Final Settlement
of accounts has
been filed in the
Calloway District
Court by Paul Griffin, Executor,of the
estate of Harold
John Everett,
Deceased. Exceptions to this settlement must be filed
in the Calloway
District Court on or
before November 3,
1982, the date of
hearing.
Ann. P. Wilson
Circuit Court Clerk

2. Notice
Families-Groups-R•
eunions
Remember those is
special occasions. up
CARTER STUDIO
300 Main

753 8298

NOTICE
HAYRIDES
Bon Fire, Weenie
Roast. Group
Reservations 7594588, or 7537637.

:
e
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NANCY, STOP
BOUNCING THAT
BALL IN THE
HOUSE

2MMot

Yarno, Executrix,
of the estate of
Myra Monday,
Deceased. Exceptions to this settlement must be filed
in the Calloway
District Court on or
before November 3,
1962, the date of
hearing.
Ann. P. Wilson
Circuit Court Clerk

LEGAL
NOTICE
A Final Settlement
of accounts has
been filed in the
Calloway District
Court by Susan

LEGAL
NOTICE

4%

CAFE
„„ ,/,„/

//

HAIRCUT SPECIAL Budget cut for children
$3.50. No children under
5 years please. Adult
budget cut $4.50. Call
753-2266. By appointment only. Headquarters Family Hair Care
Center.

FOR
SALE
RCA Color TV

BOUNCER
WANTED

4 loth ell
•

I

..muK
0

991°°
SOLO & SILVER
PAWN SHOP

I

0
()is& Lftatad Feature Syndicate Inc.

OCT - 25

/MARK LASKY-

Olympic Plaza

OW

Opes 9-5 Daily

HUNGRY
ARE
YOU?

1-6 Sm.

•

Is Ow calls
Piust

We specialize in
Rotary Antenna
and Tower Work.

IF A GIRL HA5 A GOOD
PERroONIALITY, I GIVE
HER ONE STAR

AND IF SHE.. A GOOD
DANC.ER, I GIVE HER
TWO STARS

MURRAY
APPLIANCE
212E. Main
753-1586
M&G Complete Glass.
We install auto glass,
store fronts and insulated glass. We fix
storm windows, doors
and screens and cut
glass table tops,
mirrors and windows.
We also replace and
repair patio door glass.
Call 753-0180 or 753-2798.
816 Coldwater Road.

',OUR PHANTO.M IN CHAiNS„
BEFORE THE WITCH-QUEEN.
ULRICH'5 5WORS2 AGAINST
HI5 SIDE,,. IMAGINE THE
SCENE,
LADY
I AM(SMUDOER).
DIANA.

TO THE ARENA
VV I TH
,OR 'CU
DIE HERE!

1

1
:"
1
3110 3

SPECIAL
MU
lissiogtos 36.06
Itosiptoo 243
sont NEW

•

$269.00(WI
TE1111111
WESTERN
STINK
le Raw
Wispiest'.

bye 5 admit& Call
7S4-4444 for ss inspiritism,' message to
betides yow goy.
Cladroo's taps 7S94445-

I

5. Lost and Found
Found German
Shepherd in front of
While Hall on campus.
Injured but taken to
Animal Shelter.
762-6605.
Lost Black Hills Gold
Cross. Southside Shop
ping area. Sentimental
value. Reward. Call
753-8051 days or 753-0224
evenings.
Lost big male black cat,
in South 12th St. area.
$10 reward for return.
409 S. 12th. Phone
753-8413.

6. Help Wanted
OIL COMPANY
OPENING. Off shore
rigs. No experience
necessary. Start immediately. $35,000 plus
per year. For information, 312-920-9677, ext.
1774B.

11E11
WANTED
Mature lady to
work in stereo
store, with
knowledge of
music and free to
work flexible
hours. Send
resume to P.O.
Box 324, Murray,
Receptionist for Medical office, general office
duties, typing. Send
resume to P.O. Box
1040D, Murray, Ky.
42071.
Secretary- Receptionist.
Mature lady, typing,
bookkeeping, office
machine. Permanent
position. Send resume
to PO Box 1 0 4 0 B
Murray, Ky.
"Substitute Grandmother" wanted to
babysit infant. 436-2839.
The Community Development Agency of
the City of Hickman is
looking for a qualified
person to serve as
executive director of
the agency. Director
must be able to attend
to detail, to write reports, applications and
other documents as
needed. Director must
exhibit sound financial
management obligations and provide
planning expertise.
Qualifications for this
position include a college degree in public
administration, political science or related
field and 1 year experience in government
management, or a high
school diploma and 2
years experience in
Community Development Block Grant Programs. Salary commensurate with education and experience.
Qualified persons
should send 2 copies of
their resume as well as
the names and addresses of 3 references
to Ms. Theresa Yates
Chair Community Development Board PO
Box 230 Hickman, Ky.
42050. Deadline for applications will be 12:00
midnight Nov. 1, 1982.
E.O.E.

$100 Per Week Part
Time at Nome. Webster, America's popular
dictionary company
needs home workers to
upda•e local mailing
list. All ages, ex
per ience unnecessary.
Call 1-716442-6000. Ext.
5081.
Daytime counter position available at
Druthers Restaurant.
Inquire in person.

Experienced body man,
153-5149. Call before 8
P.m.
Lady or man and wife to
stay in home 4 miles from
P4-urray with
elderly man. Room and
board, food and utilities
furnished plus small
salary. A permanent
position for the right
person. Call after 5:00,
442-9908 or 442-0717.
Lady to wash clothes at
my home once a week
for single man. Phone
753-0897.
Part time secretary
needed. Send resume to
Art Travis, Box 95,
Benton, Ky. 42025.

Receptionist,
clerk-typist. Requires secretarial
skII:s and the ability to meet public.
Apply in person
only. Credit
Byrom, Murray,
304 Maple St.
W Business Opportunity
Operating meat
market, includes building and equipment or
will take on partner
arrangement. Call 5278688.

13. For Sale or Trade
19" Color RCA color TV.
Call 753-0692.
For sale deep freeze
calves, grain jersery
steers, weigh 600-1000
lbs., cut and wrapped
ready for freezer. $1.30
per pound. 753-8890 or
382-2322 or 382-2890.

14. Want to Buy
We buy aluminum beverage cans, Birp Recycling Center behind
Pizza Hut, Fulton.
Would like to buy Farm
Wagon. 759-4588 or 7537637.

15. Articlesfor Sale
50,000 BTU gas heater,
like new with blower.
Call 492-8711.
Corner cupboard refinished. Call 753-1811.
For sale Air Compressors. Dill Electric,
753-9104,
Four inch cut-back
English saddle, two
work giths, one white
leather show gith, show
breast strap like new
$225. Thoroughbred,
would make good horse
to run on local tracks.
436-2195 after 6 p.m.
Frigidaire side by side
freezetrefrigerator,
harvest gold. Call 7535699.
Like new, 3 room size
circulating heater, $25.
New Riccar Cabinet,
electric Sewing
Machine, $50. 409 S. 12111
St. Phone 753-8413.
Nearly new white
Maytag washer and
dryer, GE white refrigerator, RCA cherry
25" color TV, two large
mirrors, dinette set and
misc. 189-2880.
Pioneer AMFM cassette with extras. $225.
Sharp cassette tape
deck, $65. 206 Riviera
Courts.
Power post hole digger,
transint and rod, router.
Call 753-7370.
Set of solid maple end
tables and coffee table,
girl scout uniform size
10, rocking chair, exercise bike, two wheel
trailer, call 474-2789.
Two twin beds, box
springs add mattresses,
like new. 7 5 3-6 4 36
anytime.

ommunity Dev oprnent Agency of the City of
Hickman is looking for a qualified person to
serve as executive director of the agency.
Director must be able to otend to details to
write reports, applications and other documents
as needed. Director must exhibit sound financial
management abilities and provide planning expertise. Minimum qualifications for this position
include a college degree, in public administrotion, political science, or related field and 3
years supervisory experience in government
management. A Masters Degree in public or
government administration con be substitute for
one 1 1/3 years experience. Salary commensurate with education and experience. Qualified
persons should send two copies of their resume
as well as the names and addresses of three
references to Ms. Theresa Yates, Chair Committee DevelopmentBoord, P.O. Box 230,
Hickman, Ky. 42050. Deadline for applications
will be 12 midnight, Nov. 1, 1982.
Equal Opportunity Employer
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Sabi

41.Fins*Sale
AKC Cocker breed*,
stock, seem bred ligg or
will trade for AK C
register puppy, any
breed. Cad 909•111-11134
or 101-44111-5325.
AKC German Shepherd
AKC
puppies. adults.
Austra!iiin corns dom.
puppies from Import
Chernpion.436-2/40.
AKC German Shepherd
puppies 60 champions.
also guard dogs and
Registered Eskimo
Spin 5e2 551 2153.
AKC Registered
Doberman puppies, 7994501 or 753-7437
Boxer pups AKC, fawn.
black mask, white
merk Inas, first shots.
$150.00 Greenville,
Tenn 901-225-2705
Enjoy the pleasure of an
obedient trained dog
Problems solved. International known
trainer, 436-2658.
Golden Retriever pups.
AKC Champion
bloodlines. Cadiz, 5226343

IEirdailllini

ILUMITTE113

Sollosellwol

IISurdasMose

Ile Acres, over 60 Ma Chevy Pickup. 6 Chimney ItegePli. Call
sa.speaL H 0 M
Ms to some AO WO
tilabto. term born OW cyllowler. Oreight
REPAIR IS years. a.
NOW
MINIM
Mee.
goes
4OS all or
crlb. MarshalOW 444441
C.i'P.nbt
WOW
Cadet,
fi= cass011owribillso.
Concrete. 011144nlona
greeds Sires fleallerS. lfge Peed Van 3Ok
NO
Pleaser, kwr,
ia.. slitting
Ceficrele. bledL brick
cylinder. WO., slalet. bee•ni•nts. feels
1-1644106er 1-334•4880
TO SMALL F...
*aye, Melestic,
leeks aired runs roe datiorts. drive-ways.
estimates Dees •• o
car stereo.
713-81g4.
sulowelks. Odle& and
a111014194 5016
World et Sew/
1915 It Cameos. tan chlateieys Pre* es
For sale girls winter
anima ti gum•liaallara
Far sale. 4 bedroom will, black viayl lop. fienales. Call/DIM
coot, size 4, like new.
MileHoe Robb
brick en. black tin
733-5141
power %seem&
Fail ESTIMATE& On
753-7952.
iversity Large Winne brakes Asking
AU Illectrkal. Nome
A one or two, newly
Wheelbarrow with
room, country kitchen. CaN 753-0S41
ine. Painting. and Well
decorated, central Mat,
rubber tires, two new
2 baths., utility. heat
Pvialt Needs Licensed
gas or electric, $115 to
(Jenson) speakers.
pp. storm adediewl. 4
CaN 7114IW3 or 711son
Mon for Side
$150 per month. Also
colored Motorola T.V.,
in. Insulated Outside
Kenmore washer and
new saw with miter box,
dews& leepeadiin puny
1750011 30 percent Mini Motor Home I ton Fence sales at Soars 1111111111111111INHIM
dryer for sale Shady
wet Call Sears 1341310
new faro, (acrylic) rug
tie mem end ma*
down.
Pasco Develop- Dodge classic. perfect
Lake Iefrigerateon Air
Oaks Trailer Ct
remnant, nice upment Co. Inc. 7104577, condition. leaded with for free estimate tor condIftene,s. smell ap
peenewee es elineeleweele
meet
all
Wry&
mint
holstered chair with
we
to
Nice
big
unfurnished
7S3-1914.
Oen. Cm be wee kieder.
au
0111404114 rpoirod
appreciate Shady Oaks
mobile home, central
pillow, 3 large potted
Write: (Weds phase
lOs
For sale or trod* by Trailer0
heat and air, water
plants. 492-8764.
neMer) Cradle Illsatapt,
craw nice 2 bedroom
&keened electrician ter
furnished, TV tower.
P.0.8w 521, geebeenyer,
home, recently re
residenistai and cell'
166b4Aolys
Couples only no pets.
modeled.
Ms
ania.
heat pump.
liWC lel
Seating and
Call 4924348.
on lame lot, located 16 Sailrider SR 2 wind
For sale: Maple rocker
aircengifiglk, gas in
Nice two bedroom
surfing
board,
new
like
130, bean-bin table $30,
miles west of Murray
blealletterin alkell repair
trailer near Murray, no
display shelving or
and 10 miles south of with two sails, retail for
Painting Paperhanging
ni
ne IS3
49-2611.
pets.
Call
$1,099.
will
take
WOO
or
$30.753-7737.
bookcase
Mayfield. Coil 7534324.
Commercial
offer.
Call
best
4742311
eesigentisi Interior
GREAT BUY! Nirwiy
RIGS WIWI
N.Heanntadin9
17.
Enteri•r Farm
remodeled home in Ask for Joe.
AND
MININNIG
Ily4idlne1
35 years
Hazel Price has been
ELECTROLUX
•nperi•nce
Trenton
cut because owner
Your home is the best
SO yews osporiseco
Ferris 700 1967
Air
MUST SELL. This 3
legated: Ile emeeibie
Guttering by Sears
place to see why we're
/leers sac
bedroom home has a
better. Free pickup and
piny Is teke WIN rime.
Soars continuous gut
Lowey 7.ampli Pewit
Abwrixis omml WWI
appliance end 4.Produce
opoeislto.
new bathroom, porch,
g
fors installed for your
'
ac tof
delivery. We repair all
ng COT,
Can be wee Melly. Write
asd
Alauloom
Call
specifications
makes of vacuum
0041110(00 wdericw and
refrigemalen mar- Centenial sweet family room, utility
Or. Preen, Bee 327,
OMAN
all new wiring
le% for ill bososs. It
Seers 113-1310 for free
cleaners. Bill Farris 118
ester ior Painting
CMOs,Illsele 62231.
vice. Al imends. potatoes for sale. Rt. I room,
ROSS CO.
and plumbing and builtestimate.
Riviera Ct. 753-3639.
estimate Can 212 mai
SW'S PNINIINO
Murray, 753-85e6.
in appliances In the
3144127
Of 753447
JC I C Sheeting Vinyl.
Usk lbws,
•
•
759-1322.
kitchen. Lots of space
aluminum. steel & vinyl 11/3/1/111/1/71/INNWRD *ELI. DRILLING and
733-1173
with more upstairs for 2
coaled aluminum siding Need work on your repair Campbell Well
For sale: $200 used
bedrooms. Only $11,500.
and trim for houses
Orating McKenzie TN
trees, Topping. prun
Singer Touch and Sew
Call Spann Realty As- APPLIANCE Also fiberglass shake
Perdue & lbsrases
sewing machine and
ing, shaping. complete irrirgation retidential
soc.
753-7724.
SERVICE
Kenmore,
siding. We also put on or removal end more Cali and contrnerciat tot
lotaresce
cabinet. Special ZigZag
If you need a 3 bedroom Westinghouse, repair galvanized and 110VER•S TREE IP 3671
with 8 fashion discs. All
loal Wats
Whirlpool.
20
years
alemlnum roofs and SERVICE for Pro
house with extra inother attachments in
, We
WET BASEMENT
Soetbsido Cowt Sq.
come to make part of experience. Parts sod siding for barns 759
cluded. Like new. 753tensional tree core
make wet basements
service.
Bobby
Hopper
your payment. Take a
1600 office or 733-0329 /53 ISM or IS30336
Itorroy, II•abocky
7217 after 5p.m.
dry
work completes,
look at this one, extras. Bob's Appliance Sar• home.
7331451
guaranteed
Call or
PERM
SPECIAL
vice 202 S. Sth St.
73-3949.
Kelley's
K & K STUMP REMO
Retain Perm $15 Call write Morgan Con
7 5 3
4 1 7 2 ,
need
Do you
VAL
At CENTURY 21 One bedroom on 2
753 7I66 by appointment struction Co RN / Illo.
Fairing crates with
753-9686(home).
stumps removed from only. Headquarters 409 A
P•ducei xv
Loretta Jobs, Rear lots-Pine Bluff Shores
feeders and waterers
tors...RedIscover the near Kentucky Lake.
your yard or land Family Half care 43001 or call 1 442 7036
Phone 753-3914
also 24 ft 3 axle flat bed
WANT
cleared of stumps? We Centev
teens!... Price range, Special sales price $20,
AAA Caste. Can
Will do odd sobs Paint
trailer. Call 492-8790
TO ion'
remove stumps up allION1111111111111111N11or ing. raking I
that is.. This e x
and
000 including furniture
after 6p.m.
Mode Cahoots
to 24 inches below the
Two cor stall dean op
ceptionally neat two- and appliances. Ready
Can
cleaning gutters
Tobacco Strippers,
leaving only
bedroom home in town to move in. Year around
742 4002
shop se wed read.
bookcases, Not- ground,
Gore Mechanical 10 horse power
sawdust and chips Call
has just been occupancy. We will
Will sharpen nand saws
tobacco stripper, Ingersoll-Rand air
753-6211
tor free estimates Bob
redecorated - interior match your $10,004 cash
ches,
Carle
n
circular saws
gasoline model $795. compressor with new 10
Kemp 435 4343 or Bob
and economical investment with $10,000
We spocialso I mover
chain saws 753 4656
Cabinets etc. Kemp Jr 435 4319
Electric model $875. hp single phase motor
aluminum siding exter- Loan at No Interest for
reet plastic wells. leCall Jerry Atkins, 753- 140 gallon tank, $1,500
linseed&
Efficiency apartment ior - plus low -low 50 months, Payments
8407.
502-898-7608.
stall webst loos sad
your
costs
for
utility
for 1 single only. Call
$200 month. Caution.
436-2566
Wheat Straw. Call 753- 10In. Rockwell table 753-5980.
budget and fenced yard Bring bacon and eggs
water system.
boas* All Types, 15
8156 or 753-6401.
Saw, 10ft. aluminum
for your children and and your checkbook
NYSTE1 &
years
imprisons,
al
braker, Sears miter Extra nice Town House pets. Dial 753-1492 now
when we visit this Bob's Home Improve
saw, tube fireplace Duplex. Large rooms to start your restful retreat because ment, 17 years building
IICCALPIN
wed
goarantssod.
Dee
436-2902 and plenty of closet investment.
For sale: Model 70 insert with fan.
you will want to stay experience, remodel
411-25$1
will
please
the
space
IKIIS
MIK
Winchester 30-06 after 5p.m.
most discriminating Beautiful rural home in overnight and watch the ing, additions, concrete
or 345-2442.
901•344•3476
featherweight rifle, Ambassador Fireplace tenants. The excellent excellent location and deer and the beautiful work, repairs, general
insert for sale, 10 gun location will assure with lots of money sunrise from Me two home maintaince Call igummemen%•••=lniL
new, unfired. 489-2230.
753-4501
Twenty guage pump gun cabinet, nice. Call maximum occupancy earning potential This sundecks. For personal
and income. Call well built home has 4 tour contact Colonel
shotgun. $100. 206 753-9500 before 9:00 AM
S
Custom firewood all KOPPERUD REALTY bedrooms, 1 V2 bath, and John 0. Pasco. Pasco
Riviera Courts.
anew Sara,
1
Cv.
2 stories. Live in com- Development Co. Inc.
hard wood $2.5 per rick - 753-1222.
imiNN ai nays silk
delivered. Call anytime For rent-2 bedroom fort with built-in ap- 759-9577, 753-1914, 753- 1
In kitchen, 260.
pliances
tutu trio work.
354-8590.
duplex apartment 1300
For sale: 2 year old
utility room, central air
llatues. Ca IN El
home stereo system Cut-up slabs $18 a rick Peggy Ann. Murray an heat, wall to wall Owner transfering must
sell 3 bedroom 1 Y2 bath
414-8228.
Mil,733-1111.
ext te rrt-- rtn &ft i rm. delimitedcarpeting, patio deck, 2
Yamaha CR420 -re- p.m. 753-6526..
One and two bedroom fireplaces and 2 car on beautiful wooded lot.
ceiver, semi-auto turn- Firewood tut to order. apartments, available garage. Make money by House completed in
table, Genesis 1 plus $30. per rick. Call in November. Embassy renting 2 bedroom log 1982, new appliances, Build and Repair
drapes, blinds and car- tobacco barns Free
speakers $395. 753-7217 436-2292.
Apartments, 753-3530.
cottage or renovate pets. $43000, 16111 Oak estimate. Call 435-4347
after 5p.m.
Firewood for sale. Spacious two bedroom, older store building.
Hill. 753-5014.
CARPET CLEANING,
King Flute, practically Phone 753-3134 before furnished, one block For private showing
brand new. $175. 437- 5p.m.
from campus. Call 759- call Spann Realty As- SAVE $US buy direct Free Estimates
or
4
from
owner.
3
Satisfied references,
4308. Ask for Dorothy.
soc. 753-7724.
Firewood for Sale. Call 4756 or 753-9208.
bedroom brick. 1 V2 Vibra Steam or Quick
492-8608 or 436-5132.
Three room furnished
bath. 1690 sq. ft. TVA Dry Cleaning
IBM Selectra II upstairs apartment,
insulated. 1605 Belmont. (Upholstery Cleaning)
typewriter. Correcting water furnished. One
751-4193.
Lee's Carpet Cleaning
PIANOS & ORGANS features: dual pitch, person or. couple. 753Two bedroom house 2 1/2 753-5827.
long carriage, excellent 9925.
acres, 7 miles east on
condition. Phone 527- Three rooms and bath,
280.436-2802.
Is
Geer
Office
Gest
1172.
New Console & bench
furnished or unWe are proud to offer this additional service to you our
Everywhere
hews
hew
by LOWREY
SERVICE ELECKing, automatic wood furnished, close to catarries
glue
19116
1611.6ie
customers and we sincerely believe that this service will inheater, deluxe cabinet mpus. Coleman Real
TRICAL AND
Reg. $1,795 (1 only)
1912 Gilman Rend
1978 MX 100 Yamaha,
with lift off cook surface Estate. 753-9898.
crease the number of potential customers you may contact with
NOW $1,288
Norm,Kenteeky 42871
excellent condition. 753PLUMBING
top. Brick lined fire box Two bedroom furnished
2948.
(H2)7534166
you advertising.
with cast iron crates apartment redecorated.
New Spinet & bench
REPAIRS AND
Anytime
and doors. $249.99. Also downstairs apar1980 Bianci Snark
walnut finish (only 1)
Start now run your Yard Sole ad on Channel 13 by calling the
by KIMBALL
Jell. UNION
WEU PUMPS.
Moped, like new, only 90
Wallin Hardware, Paris tment located within
Maar
cost
Original
miles.
classified
section of the Norm Ledger & noses.
Tn.
of
MSU
one block
Unwed & Seeded
$693; will sacrifice for
NOW $1,088
Six goats for sale. $20 campus, 2 bedroom,
753-1916, or 753-1917 during our regulor office
Phone
$350. Call 436-5504 after
living room, dining
each, 753-3387.
BALDWIN "The best monery
6
p.m.
hours.
con buy- (only 1), compare Special for 4 days, one 5 room, kitchen and bath. CENTURY 21 Loretta
N.L. FORD
at $2,250
h.p. air compressor, Adults only. Lease and Jobs, Realtors says 19112 Honda MB5 50cc,
Doodles fee dads Is 11100 AM ob. day Wont you wish poor al to op1900. Dill Electric, 753- deposit required. Call "Thanks to you for a $100 and take over
NOW $1,688
753-9200 after 4p.m.
Plc
tremendous September payments. 206 Riviera
9104.
Asomomosommoomos,
OUR TOTAL INVENTORY Stove boards heavy Two bedroom, two bath, in selling Property. Our Courts.
REDUCED WE TAKE ALL
office closed out 16
lined 32in x 421n $12.99, central heat and air, properties in Septem- 74 MX 360 dirt bike,
REASONABLE OFFERS!
good shape, 5275. 75936 x 52 $17.99. Wallen washer and dryer hookber. While processing 1(29 after 5:00 p.m.
up. Call 753-3949.
Hardware Paris Tenn.
these properties, we
Surplus jeeps, cars and
had contact with quite a Motorcycle trailer. Will
carry three motorHAMMOND "used"
boats. Many styles for
few
qualified buyers
in county.
cycles. $100. 753-2503.
3 to choose from
under $50. For in- Small house
an
who also expressed
Call 753-4065.
Must
sell, best offer.
$788 to $2,988
formation, call 312-931interest in buying. Do
Suitable for two
Freon The Paper
1%1,ext. 1774-A.
know of anyone who 19112 Yamaha tri,moto
you
families, 2 levels, 2
wuRUTZER "used"
may be thinking of 175 three wheeler. 1900
Wedding Equipment for
Nataly Rotenone)
Aad
Save
For
A
3 to choose from
kitchens, 5 bedrooms, 3
buying or selling real Yamaha YZ-80, excelsale: wedding cancentral heat and
688 to *1,188
baths,
lent
condition.
Days
estate? 753-1492
dlebras, check out
air. Also wood heaters
753-8075, nights:
753counter, and various
Unusual combination of
BALDWIN "used"
14 acres 753-9898.
6756.
other items. 395-7741 or
3 to choose from
attractive residence
Three - bedroom, 2 bath, plus
395-7008.
adjoining com$288 to $795
brick home, central
Wood for sale. De- heat and air and mercial building suite
6 e.s.-Mitialebt 7 Days A Week
MANY MORE
livered anytime. 474for many types of 1969 Charger, good
fireplace. 24x32 ble
We service what we sell'
Pion 753-5351 753-5352
condition, many extras.
2274.
retail businesses
workshop. 20x32 open
Located two miles east $900. 753-3351.
shed. Bell City area.
of Murray on main 1973 Cadillac. Runs
376 -2916 between
highway to Kentucky "good, drives good, body
10x50 Two bedroom 7-9p.m.
Lake. KOPPERUD rusty. 436-5412.
mobile home. Ec- Three bedroom house REALTY- 753-1227,
1973 Chevrolet Station
onomical gas heat, fur- for rent $225 per month.
Wagon, good condition,
nished, good condition, Call 753-6129.
$700. Call 753-8534 after
S2950.759-4552.
Three bedroom, 2 bath
6 p.m.
Quality Service
fireplace. Close to MSU,
electric, the.
1973 Ford L.T.O., ex*325.753-3006.
Cornpony
cellent condition, 2
fh•
Tri-plex, 2 bedroom
753-1222
new.
Heating
and .4,r
it
door, automatic. Can be
Cleans
John Glower,
with washer and dryer,
seen at 423 S. Oh, 2:30 to
Conditton•ng
Later yes N.Y
stove and refrigerator,
5:30p.m
with 2 Soles. Soles ork I
lease required. 753-9240.
Yes! You can still
have to wait. 43S.
1975 Chevy Manz., .1
years
experience.
Modern
Service
Two bedroom brick,
buy a four cyclinder, 4 speed, good
43411 or 762.
stove and refrigerator,
Ammer*
tory
Sheet
Metal
& Se(
Call
well.
shape,
runs
bedroom, two bath
recently insulated. 8
4712.
753-9101 or 759-4405. Ask
DerXlItmer rs
vice
central
previded.
with
home
miles southeast of
for Mark Alberson.
Murray. Married
gas heat and air in
1976 Buick Century
couples, references,
the $40's. There is Station Wagon. $1,350.
deposit. Call 492-8594.
also a large fenced 741-4445.
Two bedroom, deck,
in backyard and is 1977 Buick Skyhawk,
month
per
garage, $275
on a quiet V-6 cylinder, A sant
located
RANDY
plus deposit. 753-1492.
street. Call KOP- air, power brakes,
MOUTON
Two young ladies want
power steering, real
PERUD REAL- sharp. Calf after 5 p.01.
to share a nice house
MUTING AND All
REDUCED: Located on a large tree filled
with another lady, near
TY.753-1222.
753-7317.
CONDITIONING PK.
lot /
1
2 mile West of Lynn Grove on
MSU and downtown. 1
1977 Trans Aft.ill
tiod
Free Wastes
V2 bath, private entr
Lawrence Road. This three bedroom brick
AW
condition. Call 431•9*
Available Nov. 1 44.
ance.
Me
home built in 1974 has three bedrooms, two
Stoma or
Call Rebekah after Vacant commercial lot 197$ Pontiac *rand
baths, full finished basement, patio, deck
Ovid
5p.m., 753-6577.
within the city limits of Safari Station Wagon.
and many other extras.
Murray on Highway 641 Call 753-5699.
Dry Mooing.
3.
North
Lot is alt - Extra nice 1976 Pontiac
the engin Maar fee Wee
Upholstery Onoproximately 1 acre and Valor., 6 cylinder, 4
AKC Alaskian Mal
ad Mr.. Menu eel
amute puppies, nice is immediately south of door wagon, 41,000
*
Whim, Cooety $O 2
pets or guard dogs, the former Sonic Drive- miles, air and power,
753-5327
Cheenef
iIS N. 7,4
shots and wormed. Call In property. Offered at has engine noise, 5950
753-4451
$35,000 and owner Calla/9-2MS.
753-9390.
For More Information
AKC Basset hound financing is available. For sale 1979 Buick
puppies. it weeks old. KOPPERUD REALTY RAMA excellent condi- 753-1222
tion. 799-11114.
4892599
Three sets, mud and
snow tires. 1%6 Buick
400 transmission 1%1
Chevrolet transmission.
1971 Plymouth 360 m0tor and transmission,
179S 4th

NIFUMON
MKS

14x65 Sionsairie
Classic, 2 bedroom
large rooms, extra
clean Ashley heater.
Slave and refrigerator,
a deck, 3 sets et steps. 2
airconditioners, tie•
downs. underpinning
901-2474153or 247-30114.

IL

X Home Furnishings

Vacuum Cleaners

V.Sewing Machines

23. Exterminating

19, Farm Equipment

'Z

41,.Nos*Sit

$1,111

SI. Service Mend

43. Real Et*

X.Business Rentals

Termite
& Pest Control

24. Miscellaneous

WILL
KILLING

32. Apts. For Rent

20. Sports Equipment

NOTICE

22, Musical

SALE

Storting this week, the &Wray Ledger & Times will
offer a new service to its customers. All yard sole ads
that appear in the Ledger sad Tines will be run on
Channel 13. Cablevision for a small additional fee.
Your ad will appear on Channel 13 for a full day (24
times) for a additional charge of $2.50 per day. For
the complete charge of ) $7.50 per day your ad will
appear in the classified section of the Ledger & Times
and on Channel 13 on the day or days that you select.
Your ad must appear in the regular edition of the
Ledger & Times to qualify you for this service.

tro
Realty

*PIANOS*

435-4152

*ORGANS*

Dial-A-Service

34. Housesfor Rent

(Cap This Ad

Taxi Cab Service

N. Used Cars

911

CONRAD'S

27. Mobile Home Sales

Pianos & Organs

443-6
Po-dIT"

•

UD

CHIMNEY
SWEEPING
SERVICE

Murray
Police Dept.
753-1621
Emergencies
911
Calloway
County
Sheriff
753-3151

Police
91)

If Ws %Oft

answer.

753-9290

'
111""niimmis

Poison

LEE'S CARPET
CLEANING

Loisfor Sale

Carrier

Control

Pets-Supplies

OINs& ay
Upholstery

753-7588

Purdom & Thurman

753-1131

rao-

1,

sk
1 .
RFAtiF: 14 TI1S. 1111 KRA1.k .. LEIN:IKII

% 41emela . I hieeitrr 2S. 19112

TI

OBITUARIES
Mr. Duncan,32,dies Sunday Ottis Valentine, retired printer, dies Saturday

*Ors. Carman's rites today
Services for Mrs
Jessie C. Carman were
today at 10 am. in the
;chapel of J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home. Dr. David
boos officiated with Mrs.
Naxine Clark as organist
and Dr. Larrie Clark as
Poloist.
Active pallbearers
were Henry Fulton, Dr.
Hal Houston, James Dale
Clopton, Auburn Wells,
O.B. Boone, Jr., and Mandl Vinson.
Honorary pallbearers
were Vernon Campbell,
Olin Moore,E.B. Howton,
Bill Cherry, Arlie Scott,
Robert Hendon, Dr. Hugh
Houston, Eldon
Heathcott, W.H. Brooks,
Harvey Ellis and H.
Glenn Doran, along with
members of the Murray
Art Guild.
Entombment was in the
Murray Mausoleum.
The family requested
that expressions of sympathy take the form of
contributions to the A.

Carman Scholarship
Fund at Murray State
University.
Mrs. Carmen, 87, 1606
Hamilton, died Friday at
7:40 p.m. at Westvievr
Nursing Home. Her husband, Prof. A. Carman,
agriculture department
chairman at Murray
State Univesity, died Jan.
19, 1972.
The Murray woman
was a member of the
First Christian Church
and the Murray Art
Guild. Born May 18, 1895,
in Clinton, she was the
daughter of the late Will
Clark and Emma Mills
Clark.
Mrs. Carman is survived by one daughter, Mrs.
Oren (Mary Clark) Hull,
Rt. 7; one sister, Mrs.
A.B. Wilkerson, • ICnox%dile, Tenn.; two grandsons, David Carman Hull
and Donald Patterson
Hull; a great-grandson,
Justin Kendrick Hull.

Services Sunday for Ed Alton
Services for Ed Alton
were Sunday at 2 p.m. in
the chapel of Miller
Funeral Home, Hazel.
The Rev. John Churchwell officiated. Music
was by Martha Thorn and
Karen Coles with the latter as pianist.
Pallbearers were Terrell Tidwell, Terry Lax,
Wayne Gibson, Randy
Gibson, Hugh Alton, Jimmy Alton and Carl
Woods. Burial was in
Murray Memorial
Gardens.
Mr. Alton, 80, Rt. 1,
Hazel, died Friday at 1
p.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. He was
a retired steel worker and
a member of Mason's
Chapel United Methodist
Church.
Born Nov. 4, 1901, in

Calloway County, he was
the son of the late Joe
Alton and Betty White
Alton.
Survivors include his
wife, Mrs. Hazel Heaton
Alton; five daughters,
Mrs. Katherine Lax, Mrs.
Thomas (Dorothy)
Woods, Mrs. George
(Carlyn) Maslow and
Mrs. Ed (Shirley) Morton, all of Murray, and
Mrs. Hank (Betty Jo)
Shanklin, Albuquerque,
N.M.; one son, James
Gilbert Alton, Hazel.
Also surviving are one
sister, Ms. Sylvia Alton,
Pontiac, Mich.; three
brothers, Winburn Alton,
Hazel, Herbert Alton, Rt.
1, Puryear, Tenn., and
Rudy Alton, Detroit,
Mich.; 17 grandchildren;
18 great-grandchildren.

Stock market
Prices furnished by First
of Michigan, Woodman
Bldg.
-10.53

Industrial Average
Air Products
Ashland
American Telephone
Chrysler
Dupont
Ford
G.A F
General Dynamics
General Motors.
General Tire

Goodrich
Goodyear
Galt
.
1.11.61
J.C. Penney
Jerico
K Mart
Penwell
Quaker Oets
Texaco
US Tobacco
Wal Mart
Wencty's
Wettersu

1

33% -%
34% -42
56% -I
9 36
31%
SA -I%
in. 46
33% -146
a% 416
1216 -44

21%
19% -64
32% -42
11% -I
$1 -Ai.
VAR 1586A.
13 -41
Ma 4%

411/
1
4
31% -16

II +I
X%

as

-%
11%& 14144A.

C.E.F.Yieid

Cleo Duncan, zz, Rt. 1,
Benton, died Sunday at
7:35 a.m. at Marshall
County Hospital, Benton.
His sudden death was
from an apparent heart
attack.
The deceased was an
employee of Ryan Milk
Company and a member
of the Church of Christ.
Born Jan. 30, 1950, he was
the son of the late Hobert
Duncan and Myrtle
Harper Duncan.
Mr. Duncan is survived
by his wife, Mrs. Janice
Kay Duncan, and two
daughters, Chrystal Kay
Duncan and Veronica
Renee Duncan, Rt. 1,
Benton.
Three sisters survive
who are Mrs. Shirley
Snyder, Rt. 6, Benton,
Mrs. Carolyn Dunlap, Rt.

Willis Fielder
services held
Final rites for Willis I.
Fielder were Sunday at 2
p.m. in the chapel of
Blalock -Coleman
Funeral Home. The Rev.
R.J. Burpoe officiated.
Music was by choir of
Grace Baptist Church
with Leland Peeler as
leader and Dwane Jones
as organist.
Active pallbearers
were Michael Wicker,
Keith Wicker, Mark
Doran, Kevin Fielder,
Lindy Suiter and Larry
Suiter.
Honorary pallbearers
were Ora Lee Elkins,
Robert Bucy, Cassell
Garrison, Reldon
Norsworthy, Ruble Thurman, Rudolph Smith,
Willis Bucy, Remon
Elkins, Wavel Osbron,
Dewey Hall and Aubrey
Willoughby.
Burial was in Hicks
Cemetery.
Mr. Fielder, 88, 819
Hurt Dr., died Friday at
1:25 p.m. at Westview
Nursing Home.
He is survived by his
wife, Mrs. Beulah Steele
Fielder; one daughter,
Mrs. Mason Thomas, Rt.
3; one son, James A.
Fielder, Rt. 8; one
brother, Raymond
Fielder, Murray; 11
grandchildren; 20 greatgrandchildren; three
great -greatgrandchildren.

2, Murray,and Mrs. Judy
Wright,Fort Myers,Fla.
Also surviving are five
brothers, Charles C. Duncan, Anthony Duncan and
Bill Holland, Murray,Leo
Duncan, Rt. 1, Almo, and
Bobby Holland,Paducah.
The funeral will be
Tuesday at 1 p.m. in the
chapel of Filbeck and
Cann Funeral Home,
Benton. Willis Green and
Bob Haley will officiate.
Burial will follow in Marshall County Memory
Gardens.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.

Ottis Lynn Valentine,
74, 210 North Eighth St.,
died Saturday at 8:45
a.m. at Lourdes Hospital,
Paducah. He was a
retired minter.
The Murray man
operated his own Job printing service, Valentine
Printing Company, from
1948, until he sold it
March 1, 1973, to Joe Pat
Winchester.
Prior to 1948 he had
worked for The Ledger &
Times after returning to
Murray after World War
II from Detroit, Mich.,
where he had worked

Stan Henson's funeral today
The funeral for Stan
Wallace Henson is today
at 2 p.m. in the chapel of
Max Churchill Funeral
Home. The Rev. Louis F.
Piskula is officiating.
Serving as pallbearers
are Bruce Lane, Albert
Cassity, Jr., Phillip
Pateet, Preston Lane,
Hayden Camay and Kent
Youngblood. Burial will
follow in Hemitite
Cemetery in the Land
Between the Lakes.
Mr. Henson, 21,
Decatur, Ill., died Friday
at his home. His mother,
Mrs. Hugh Ann Wallace
Henson Sharpe, died Jan.
30, 1961. He was a
member of St. Mary's
Catholic Church, Paris,
a 1979 graduate of
Paris High School, and
presently a student at a
Junior College at
Decatur.
He is survived by his
father and stepmother,
Mr. and Mrs. Dick Henson, Paris, Ill.; maternal

grandmother, Mrs. Carrie Lee Wallace, Rt. 3,
Murray; two aunts, Mrs.
Albert Cassity, Jr., Rt. 3,
Murray, and Miss Rebecca Wallace, Robinson,
III.; two uncles, Calvert
C. Wallace, Houston,
Texas,.and John Henson,
Danville,Ill.

Sale planned
JACKSON, Tenn.(AP)
— It's an event to make
die-hard movie fans drool
In their popcorn.
Hundreds of motion
picture posters, known as
one-sheets, lobby
displays and still
photographs dating back
to the early 1950s are being , sold by the Malco
Theater chain in Jackson,
Tenn.
Varnell is gathering up
the merchandise for a
clearance sale at the
Paramount Theater in
downtown Jackson Nov.
14.

since 11143 in a gun
manufacturing firrn.
Mr. Valentine started
his printing career in
June 1926 as a "printer's
devil" with the late Mr.
and Mrs. O.J. Jennings.
He continued to work
when the two Murray
newspapers, the
Calloway Times and the
Murray Ledger were
combined by the late Dr.
Rainey T. Wells in 1928,
and later with the two
succeeding publishers,
the late Joe T. Lovett and
the late W.P. Williams.
He also worked as a
foreman of a daily
newspaper in Union City,
Tenn.,for a short time.
The Murray man was a
member and deacon of
the Seventh and Poplar
Church of Christ. He was
active in Boy Scout work
for 25 years and was the
fifth person in Calloway
County to receive the
Silver Beaver Award
(1961), the highest award
a volunteer in Scouting
may win.
Born May 23, 1908, in
Calloway County, he was
the son of the late Lynn
Valentine and Lila Morrison Valentine. He attended Murray High
School and Murray State
College where he played
bass horn in the rtrst
Brass Band and Orchestra for MSC.
He is survived by his
wife, Mrs. Gels Pate
Valentine, to whom he
was married in 1930; two
sons, O.P. (Buddy)
Valentine and wife,
Mary, and J. Alan Valentine, Murray; one sister,

Mrs. Herman (Sue)
Wicker, Murray; two
granddaughters, Mrs.
Bann Wrye and Miss
Molly Valentine; step
granddaughter, Lee
Holcomb.
The funeral will be today at 3 p.m. in the
chapel of J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home. John Dale
will officiate. Jerry Bolls
will direct the singers
Irons Seventh and Poplar
Church.
Active pallbearers will
be Tommy Cerra way,
Jack Ward, Jack Rose,
Earl Nanny, Charles
Olree and Danny
Cleaver.
Honorary pallbearers
will be H. Glenn Doran,
James Thurmond, James
Talent, Gene Jones, Jim
Wilson, Stafford Curd,
Dr. A.D. Wallace, Aubrey
Hatcher, Dr. L.J. Hortin
and Joe Pat Ward.
Burial will follow in the
Murray City Cemetery.
The family requests
that expressions of sympathy take the form of
donations to a Scouting
organization in Calloway
County.

Ott L Vail..

Good
drivers
ride with us.
Let us show you
how good drivers
can save on automobile insurance.

Bob Hawley
Insurance
Agency
107 N. 46
7S3-4937

Federal Zip
Kemper
Insurance Company

GRAPOdpARERTS IOVE TSIERR cRANEiliCkitdREN.
WkAT bETTER WA y TO SkARE
TkEM AAA wiTh
p.

EXTRA PRINTS?
Grif beoutft cote reprints frOm your townie
newborn Standard size nlPiirliS Ore from 3Y-813/
1
2
to TAM, depending on nagotive sue

110, 1261 Disc

KM 35
200

17*

V.

mw,accompany 0,0a,

Central Shopping Center

Expires Oct. 30

THESE MARKET REPORTS ARE SPONSORED

HEINOLD COMMODITIES, INC.
KE LEY

mAYFIELD KY. -247-0673 or 1 800 592-3488

Livestock market
LOUISVILLE, Ky !ATh USDA —
Estimated receipts cattle and calves
3,200; slaughter steers and heifers
steady to firm, quality improved over
last week; slaughter cows and bulls
opening steady; calves and realer'
poorly tested early; feeders operdng
weak to 1.00 lower.
Slaughter steers choice 2-4 01.5-1,188
lbs 511.0040.30; mixed good and choice 23 1 t00-1 396 lbs 55 00-58 00• scene 1,2351,240 lb dairybreds 52.0032.30; commercial and choice 3 1,200-1,430 the 51.01)54.00' slaughter heifers choice 2-4 9561,016 Ite 54.00-56.30; mixed good and
choice 2-3 750480 lbs 53.00-56.00; good 21000-900 Ms 51.5034.75
Slaughter cows commercial 9-3 29.0043.25; utility 1-3 malty 36.00-42.10; hIgh

Hog market

dressing 43.00-45.75; cutter 14 32.135700; canner and lightweight cutter
wider 690 LW 26.50-34.00; slaughter bulls
grade 1 1,4142,110 lbs 52.00-55.25; grade
1-2 1,000-1,4140 lbs 40.00-61.35; grade 2
41.2547.00; few choice 190-210 lb veaiers
65.5941.01 few good and choice 395-430
lb calves47.50-411.%).

Federal-State Market News Service Sic.day,October Z,11113
Kentucky Patina Area Hag Market

Independent
District
Board of
Education

severe laegedgellIkriag Saadi*
Reesiple: AK MILK MA Hamm th Gilts
56-1 kiwer Sowssteady to 11 higher
US 1-222410 Boa.
112.1944...50
US 2181-1111ba.
114815650
US 2210131h
53.00-34.00
.
2-3swim am
sons
149.1141.00
U31-2 Maks
111111149.00
US 14 3111141111he.
1101143.20
US 1-3 45611/Ls.
1103.64634
US 14 WWII*
1411047.00
0S343101506..
Boars 43-24.5

Feeders steers medium frame 1 300500 lbs 60.0043.50; 500-700 lbs 59.0062.50; 700.100 lb' 517541.25. 090-905 lbs
partly fattened offerings 54.25-55.00;
small and medium frame 1-2313-500 lbs
55 0180 00. meMum frame 2300-500 lbs
51.0040.01 500-700 lbs 50.5040.00; large
frame 2 Holsteins 300356 lbs 49.00-51.80.
010.190 lbs 4458-50.00; medium frame 12 bull calves 360303 lb§ 48.00-52.50:

"An independent voice, for an independent !/stem"
VOTE NOV. 2, 1982

GET THE HEINOLD PERSPECTIVE

Paid For By Friends of the Candidate

110111
KEEP THAT GREAT GM
FEELING WITH GENUINE
GM PART

WELCOME WAGON
WANTS TO
VISIT YOU
-

It's The Total On The
D T
Tape That Counts
Warehouse Foods
623 South 4th

Murray, Ky.

Pikes Good While Supply: Last!
Parkay

1977 C ery iverao
Long bed, pick-up, red and silver 2-tone
red custom vinyl interior, power steering
power brakes, air, tilt, AM-FM stereo
gauges, one-owner, rally wheels, V-8
automatic, new truck trade-in,

DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET

And I'll bring helpful information plus cards
you can redeem for more gifts at local businesses. My visit's a friendly call at no cost
or obligation to you. Just engaged? New
parent? Moved? I'd like to visit you at your
convenience.

HOSTESS

753-2617
641 S. Murray

Kathryn Outland 753-3079

Ingeborg
King
Asst.
492-8348

Mary
Hanilton
&1st.
hint gilan
O' 753-5570

p.m.
Fri.-Sat.

Field Bologna 1 lb. 1.59

&wafts

Crisco

Sausage

Cooking Oil

48 oz.

3 lb. Apples 69'

Tuesday Special 6 oz. Sirloin Steak $229
with Soap & Salad Bar $2"
Soup 1. Salad Bar only $1"

R.C.
Diet Rite

11 a.m.-

afr)
f

set xi, cents'
monarf.1(

Tide

29

with Soup & Salad Bar $2"
Soup and Salad Bar Only $1 99

753-0440

5 lb. Onions 89*

Potatoes

Monday Special Chicken Fried Steak $229

Ila.m.-

12 oz.

20lb

SIRLOIN STOCKADE
Sun. Thurs.

894

49

1 lb.
Turner Milk 1 Gal. 2.19

1 lb.
Tut.•er Ice Cream 4 qt. 5345

Ron
Joyce's

,e

Wiener

Margarine

WITH A BASKETFUL OF GIFTS

II

Re Pro Leaguer

6.

Por
Sundrop
11.7

49 oz.
Ivory Dishwashing Liquid 32 oz. 1.69

8 Pk
16 oz.
Plus
Deposit

Acnpss From

$129
Drive-isi 54p 4til.

